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MASONIC BAZAAR

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

Temple Hall Will Be the
Scene Of Great Doings
Next Week

Subscriptions *3 00 per year payable In
advance; single copies three cente
Advertlaing rates baaed upon circula
tion and verv reasonable
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rorkland Oazette waa established
In 1840 In 1874 the Courier was eatab
The Masonic Bazaar is all set to
llahed and consolidated with the Oazette
In 1882 The Free Press waa established go with a list of super-attractions
ln 1833 and ln 1891 changed Ita name to
the Tribune These papers consolidated that promise the most successful
March 17, 1897

It is a good thing to be rich ♦
and a good thing to hc atrong.
•» but It la a better thing to be ♦
» loved by many trlends. -Burl- ~

•*

pldes

♦

Ralph Beverage and Roger Ray
mond of North Haven, were tn the
city for a few days last week collect
ing advertising matter for their High
School paper. Ralph was guest of
Mayor and Mrs. L. A. Thurston, and
Roger of hLs aunt. Mrs. Irving Simp
son.

LOOK!

affair of the kind in years. The dates
are March 9,. 10. 11 and 12 and the
place Temple hall. Rockland. Milton
M Ortflln is general chairman and
he has associated with him an array
of committee men of unusual ability.
It is impossible to list here all the
outstanding attractions to be pre
sented at the Bazaar but a few may
be enumerated Including, of course
the ever popular Beano, living pic
tures, The Marionettes. Luther
Clark’s orchestra, a circus, mystery
booth, games of skill, etc.
An admission charge of ten cents
will be made to the Bazaar and ln
connection with the tickets many
valuable gifts will be donated each
night All these prizes will be worth
while.

Not New, But Different

WHO FOUND$3
SATURDAY?

An Non-alcoholic Vanilla Flavor,
different from any other that you
have used.
Made from choicest
materials.

Vbit our booth and take home a
bottle.

FOOD FAIR
OPERA HOUSE. CAMDEN
MARCH 5, 6, 7
27-28

Old Fashioned Dance
Every Wednesday Night
Glencove Grange Hall
Mule By

Cha*. Woodcock’s Orchestra
irrt

C ou ri e r - gazette

If you c ha tired to pick up $3.00
in bills Saturday, you can create
much Joy by notifying the loser—

ROBERT SAUNDERS
TEL. 218-W.
ROCKLAND. ME.
Carrier for The Courler-Ganette.
Lost on Northend Route 1
27’lt

Have Your Car Given a
Certified Mobil Lubrication
with Specialized Lubricants
SOCONY SERVICE STA.
PARK AND UNION STREETS
27’lt

FINAL WARNING

TO FIRE CHASING MOTORISTS
This is a definite and final warning to motorists
who follow fire apparatus. Saturday night s con
gestion was the last straw. The next time such vio
lations occur arrests will be made and the violators
prosecuted. This step is made necessary to protect
lives and property.
A. P. RICHARDSON.
Chief of Police.
A. R. HAVENER.
Chief of Fire Dept.

Rockland, Maine, Tuesday, March 3, 1936

AGAIN CAMDEN IS AGOG

THREE CENTS A COPY

“MISTER MODERATOR!”

If a ton of dynamite were to ex and glee clubs of the Camden. Rock 
Town meetings were held in a number of Knox County
plode tn (Camden Monday night it port and Rockland High Schools,
municipalities yesterday, and as usual the political angle was
would hardly occasion more excite numbering 75 musicians, will furnish
subordinated. At Warren official recognition was given to
music, and there will be a minstrel
ment than is to be occasioned by the
the coming bicentennial celebration and it was voted to close
show with a cast selected from the
opening of the annual food fair to be three towns
the old South Warren toll brii! ge. At North Haven there
held the last three days of the w^k
Saturday afternoon there will be a
was a record attendance and four contests.
Owl’s Head
under the auspices of that energetic baby show, and in the evening eight
voters worked harmoniously.
organization known as the Camden- ' acts of vaudeville and other attracRockpart Lions Club
' tions.
WARREN
NORTH HAVEN
Gov. louts J. Brann will touch ott
Bach night riOO ln cash will be
the fireworks Thursday night, which given away, and each afterncon the
Record Vote At Town Meet
. M. Hilt Re-elected
will also be amateur night, with ciuh first 50 women to enter the hall wiU
ing — Four Contests En
17 th Term — Town
prizes of $10 and $5. The winners a ill receive prizes.
appear at Strand Theatre Portland.
There is a lively contest in the
liven the Session
courages Bicentennial
March 1*
ticket selling The two winners will
Town meeting yesterday furnished
There were only two contests of
Friday night a ill be “Community receive free trips to New York with
i$ote irk yesterday’s lawn meeting the island with plenty of excitement,
Night" when the combined orchestras an expenses paid for three days.
E. E. Gammon Republican received I for ,t waj5
laI^wt on reoord
that municipality, and there were
CAMDEN HILLS CAMP Episcopal Young Peoples’ Society In “
Herbert Kenniston, a Republican
a play, “Pour Doors.”
' four lively contests to engage the
running independently received 64 J voters’ attention.
A
harmonica
band
has
been
organ

What the Triple C Boys Are
ized by Mrs. Ruth Sanborn of Rock R A. Starrett, Democrat was elect
John Crockett again rode through
Doing Up Among the land.
ed assessor, defeating Arthur Perry,
heavy seas to capture the berth of
The camp personnel sketch in this Republican 96 to 25.
Foothills
(first selectman, receiving 114 votes,
C. B Hall officiated in his familiar
issue of The Sagamore relates to Alwhile 83 were being cast for Vernon
The current Issue of The Sagamore, bert W. Hoffses. Junior foreman who role as moderator, and handled the L. Beverage. For the office of town
published by the men of the Camden was born »t Waldoboro, Nov. 2, 1913 meeting in his usual satisfactory treasurer 143 votes were cast, Rav M.
manner The veteran town clerk G
Hills CCC camp, voices editorially the He was educated In Waldoboro schools
Beverage having 102 and L. C. Foss
and was graduated from the Waldo D. Gould was re-elected. A. M. Hilt and Lester Stone dividing thc balance.
ambition to be the outstanding camp
boro High School wtth the class of had no opposition and was re-elected
ln the First District. It is up to thc 1931. The following year he spent as first selectman for his 17th term. There were three candidates for roa i
commissioner, thc vote standing members of the 1130th company taking a P. G. course at Rockland C M Spear was re-elected third se
Clyde O. Ames 95, Harland Gregory
says the writer. The camp at this High School. In school he won hts lectman for hts 11th term.
70 and Robert Beverage 17. Two
Other town cfflcers chosen were; C
letter In baseball for the entire five
time has the folloa'lng personnel:
women aspired to a position on the
years. He also starred ln basketball. B. Hall. Rep.. R A Starrett Dem. and school committee. Anna Beverage re
Herbert C. Pendergast. Capt. Engr.
being the high point man on the O. T. Moody. Rep . assessors; W. R
Res., Commanding; Rernald 8. Bag- team Besides his studies he took Vinal. treasurer; R. E. Starrett. mem ceiving 83 votes and Edith Blume 24.
Other town officers elected were;
ley. 2d Lieut.. Inf. Res; Robert J much interest in the extra-curricular ber of schocl committee; Ansel Hilt,
McCarthy. 1st -Lieut, Med Res; activities of the school, being par Town agent; Oscar E Starrett and Foy W. Brown, town clerk; Joel P.
Wooster, second selectman; H. Nell
Ernest L. Mills. Capt., Chap. Res.; ticularly interested in dramatics.
^lK;Unan. audlU)r. „
Percy R Bowley. fish wardens: Mau-!Burgejs
Russell W Thurston, Educational Ad
Mr. Hoffses has worked for several
viser; Newell Foster. Project Superin concerns. His experience has includ rate of one cent on a dollar; R. A. W. Crockett; tax collector. Ray M.
tendent; Hans Heistad. Laurence ed several summers of lumbering, Starrett, firfi agent. The selectmen Beverage (at $100); constable. Ar
Libby. Joseph Moody. Carl Piper, working as an usher In a theatre, sur and fish wardens were elected as a gyle Me Donald; truant officer, Carl
i Bunker; fire wardens. P. L. Brov.n,
Harold Groindle. Albert Hoffses. John veying, packing In a wholesale flsh fish committee.
J Foy Brown and Harry Baird; sexton.
Caeperonis. Earlyn Wheeler, Douglas business and some months as a flor
These appropriations were made:
H. W. Crockett.
Bisbee. Mark 8ides.
ist. Before coming to Camden Hills
Common schools. $5500.
The appropriations were:
The traveling library Is one of the he was in the insurance business.
Text books, $800
Town charges. $1200; improve
camp's welcome features. A card
Mr. Hoffses' favorite pastimes are
High School laboratory and library ment of State Aid road. $1066; reads
from Russell W. Thurston enables dancing, roller polo, and basketball.
$150
and bridges. $1200; common schools.
the boys. also, to borrow books from He is also very fond of reading and
Repairs on school buildings. $300 $2800: town and school physician.
the Camden Public Library
ls said to be an accomplished letter
High School. $1550
$2500; free High School. $2700;
The Sagamore welcomes Landscape writer.
High School fuel $100
school supplies. $150; repairs on
Architect Heistad back on the Job.
Plans are being made for a First
Roads and bridges $3000. wi:h school buildings. $125; maintenance
expressing the hope that “The Old District Championship basketball
$1070 from excise tax
of improved State aid road. $1200;
Viking" will take things easy until playoff The 1130th Company’s team
Sidewalks. $200
| maintenance of Improved third class
he ls completely recovered Sub-fore promises to finish the season strong
Maintenance of third class road. road. $250; Memorial Day. $35; Stale
man Wheeler, who has been ill with and is going to make a bid for a trip
$1000
aid road patrol, $650; free public
the mumps expects to return to camp to Portland.
Support of poor. $4000. plus $1500 library. $100: street lights. $6u0;
I soon.
Camp Night coming March 5.
to pay on overdraft.
schcol nursing $24 mowing gross on
The mess hall, the recreation hall
Snow bills. $3000
town roads during July $25
and barracks have been stained and
Miscellaneous expenses. $1200; and
Rental on doctor's home. $300; on
j painted. Two rainy days and over
$800 from excise tax.
outstanding notes, $1000; Interest on
time by a large number of willing
Officers' salaries. $2000
town debt. $1200: snow fence, $300;
workers have made a very great im
Street lights. $664.
winter snow roads. $300; repairing
provement ln the appearance of the
Hydrants. $600.
road from Deane place to William
i camp. Signs are being made for all
Cutting bushes. $150.
Calderwood’s. $200; free text books.
I the camp buildings. The outside
Free Public Library, $100
$25; dependent mothers $450.
painting will be completed as soon as
News of the Week
For E. A. Starrett Camp and Aux
On other articles it was votedthe weather permits. When spring
iliary. $50.
To pay $4 a day for common labor
comes the grounds will be put in Al
Outstanding notes. $1000
Many fine letters of commenda
on town roods.
shape. Orounds and the camp will
Interest on notes. $1140.
tion have been received by the Cham
To have all poll taxes paid on or
be shipshape.
Public health nurse. $77.
before June 1st.
Eighty members of the Camden ber for thetr efforts in trying to re
Dependent Mothers. $1110
TO have State aid work dene this
Hills Camp visited the 1163d camp ln tain the USS Kickapoo for service
Graveling roads in outlying dis
in Penobscot waters.
year on State aid highway |No. 2 be
Jefferson.
trict*. $1164
Father Berger ol the Camden Epis
Inquiries in regard to summer va- i Maintenance ot State Highway D, ginning on SUte aid highway No. 1
and ending at Brown’s Corner by the
copal Church earned the boys’ grati cations are being received from
$591.
tude by presenting members of the prospective visitors to this section
mall boxes.
Improvement of State aid road.
TO abate taxes on the property
An interesting letter in regard to] $533
known a« the "Dxtor’s Home" for
ROCKPORT VOTERS
Maintaining special resolve roads.
the crigin of the doughnut was re
the coming year.
I will be a candidate for
ceived by the Chamber. It seems that $146
To abate tax'* on the High School
SECOND SELECTMAN
It was voted to appropriate $100 to
Capt. Hanson Gregory of Rockland
At the Town Meeting. Marrh 16
principal's home.
conceived the idea which spread ward the celebration of the town's bi
Former Selectman of Camden
There were 62 articles in the town
Resident of West Rockport for 16 yrs. around the entire world. The Cham centennial. and a committee oemonswarrant, but the business was done
J. 1. DUNBAR
ber has so advised the inquirer This ing Chester Wyllie. Oeorge W. Walk expeditiously undeT the direction of
•27*31-32
seems like a bit of good publicity for er. Sidney Vinal. WUlis Vinal. Frank
Moderator Lewis C. Foss.
B. Rowe, E. E. Gammon. R F. Oay
Rcckland.
and W H. Robinson was appointed
The Chamber of Commerce would
OWL S HEAD
In connection therewith.
call to your attention that we will be
Article 20—Voted to buy 400 feet
in a position to give Information on
Harmony Marked the Day’s
of fire hose. $375 for the purpose.
rcad
conditions.as
we
are
kept
In

Rockland High Girls
Article
21
—
Voted
to
buy
a
snow
Proceedings — Appropri
formed by the State Highway Com
V8.
mission. Sometimes a valuable tip fence, cost $100
ations Show Decrease
Lewiston High Girls
Article 22—Voted to place a street
saves much expense.
light in froht of Frances K Spear’s
Appropriations amounting to thc
Personnel of Old Home Week Gen
TUESDAY, MARCH 3
house.
sum
of $12,057 were made in the
eral Committee will be announced in
4.00 P. M.
Article 23—Voted to rebuild the Owl's Head town meeting yesterday,
thc next issue.
Upper Falls bridge and reopen the this being $2019 50 less than the pre
R. H. S. GYM
road.
vious year. T here were only a few
Admission 25 Cents
Caution to pedestrians: Walk on
minor contest* ln the election of offi
the left side of the road I
(Continued on Page Eight)
cers, and all told it was a very har
monious session over which H. S.
Montgomery presided as moderator.
Florence MoConchic was re-elected
ROCKLAND’S FIRST ANNUAL
town clerk, other officers being elected
thus:
Selectmen, Assessors. Fire Wardens
and Overseers of thc Poor—Harold W.
JOnes. John D Knowlton and Oeorge
W. Haskell.
Tax Collector and treasurer—R J
Philbrook.
TEMPLE HALL—FOUR BIG DAYS
Schoo 1 Committee—Oscar Foster,
Inez Dyer and Josephine Knowlton.
These appropriations were made:
Common schools, $1950; school re
pairs. $200: school textbooks. $150:
school supplies, $310; High School
tuition. $800; current expenses. $1550;
ENTERTAINMENT
VAUDEVILLE
BEANO
sidewalks, $50; roads anp bridges.
MUSIC
MARIONETTES
CIRCUS
$600; support of poor, $2500; mothers’
aid, $1000; interest on temporary
GAMES OF SKILL
loans. $75; street lights and town
ADMISSION 10 CENTS
hall light, $378; officers’ salaries.

COMMERCE

FOR AMATEUR NIGHT, THURS., MARCH 5
LIONS FOOD FAIR
CAMDEN OPERA HOUSE
First Prize 10.00; Second Price $5.00
Winning Acts to Appear in Portland Strand Theatre. Saturday,
March 14. arts to be Judged by three non-resident Judges.
Send applications describing act to C. A. Fish. Camden

25-26

March
Only!

BASKETBALL

RYTEX TWEED WEAVE
LIGHT BLUE

PRINTED STATIONERY
Here's a stationery value that has everything!
Fine quality Tweed-Weave paper in an ex
quisite Blue-grey color—printing on sheets and
envelopes, and—note the quantity!

.

200 SINGLE SHEETS
100 ENVELOPES

or

100 DOUBLE SHEETS
100 ENVELOPES

0

Extra

Printed with your Name • and Address on
Sheets and Envelopes in Blue or Black Ink.

•

March Only! Buy a supply now for future
use while it is priced so amazingly low.

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

Volume 91................... Number 27.

CLASS PARTS ANNOUNCED

This Time It’s the Lions Food Fair Which Has Advance Guard Of Knox County Town Meetings Edward Hayes Wins Valedictory—Salutatory
Community By the Ears
Goes To William Anderson, So. Thomaston
Strutted Its Stuff Yesterday

CHAMBER OF

WANTED-AMATEURS

Tuesdat
Issue

MASONIC BAZAAR

Mon.-Tues.-Wed.-Thurs., March 9-10-11-12

(Continued on Page Eight)

Masculine stock was quoted very street, debating, press club, junior
high in Rockland High School this and senior class plays, National
morning when Principal Joseph E Honor Society, second prize sopho
Blaisdell announced that Edward more speaking contest.
Carlton Gregory, son of Mr. and
Hayes had won the valedictory and
William Anderson the salutatory.
Mrs W. L. Oregory, 424 Old County
Hayes, who had a rank of 95.57 is road. Junior play, second prize speak
a son of Mr and Mrs. Edward Hayes ing contest.
Sr. of 73 Summer street. His school
Ruth Marston, daughter of May
activities have been debating, senior nard Marston, 17 Masonic street. Olee
play, press club. band, orchestra and Club, debating, press club, musical
comedies, minstrel show.
student council.
Anderson, whose rank was 94 16 is Thelma Whitehouse, daughter of
a son of Mr. and Mrs. Julius Ander I Mr and Mrs. Ralph Whitehouse, 15
son of South Thomaston. Activities. Summer street, Glee Club, orchestra.
Junior play, senior play, musical , finals, sophomore speaking contest,
comedies, minstrel shows, finals, Student Council, class secretary three
sophomore speaking contest and dra years.
Catherine Chisholm, daughter of
matic club.
TTie essay winners, in the order Mr and Mrs. Thomas Chisholm, 26
named, their parentage and activities Orove street, Olee Club. Press Club,
follow:
National Honor Society, senior play,
Ralph Tyler, son of Mr and Mrs. class secretary.
R Waldo Tyler. South Thomaston,
Carl Spear, son of Mr. and Mra
Junior play, second prize, sophomore Eugene Spear, 128 Rankin Street, class
speaking contest.
president four years, Press Club.
Sulo Gronros. son of Mr and Mrs. Student Council, junior and senior
Axel Gronros. 23 Sea street place.
class plays, finals sophomore speaking
Prances Young, daughter of Mr 1 contest. National Honor Society and
and Mrs A. M. Young. 31 Purchase track.

AS PATTANGALL SEES IT
Former Jurist Talks About the Present Political
Situation In Maine
Reviewing the Maine political makes a positive statement as to his
situation for thc Portland Sunday intentions. He has said that he
Telegram. Judge William R. Pattan- would not be a candidate for a third
term. But there are still a great
gall said:
many people who believe that he may
"On the Republican side Senator be If he should decide to accept the
White ls to all practical Intent and nomination it will go to him by ac
purposes now renomlnatcd and re clamation and the campaign will b?
elected and the same thing is true vigorous and Interesting.
Tlie
of Congressman Brewster in the 1st chances of his re-election arc not
District. .The entries dn ithe race good but the Republican) majority
for the gubernatorial nomination in against him would be many thou
the Republican primaries appear to sands of votes less than any other
be closed, the candidates being, ln candidate
the order of their announcement.
"He is most emphatically not a
Blln Page of Skowhegan. Councillor New Dealer. He is unalterably op
8mith of the same town and Secre posed to the re-lecttion of Congress
tary of State Barrows of Newport man Moran As a candidate for Oov
and Augusta At present Secretary ernor he would be placed ln a most
Barrows is apparently leading by a j awkward position but he ls without
wide margin but both of the others ’ question the mcst adroit and re
are making an earnest campaign anil sourceful politician that Maine has
it is a long way from the ides of produced since James O. Blaine's
time and i« very popular It is pos
March to the middle of June
“In the Second Congressional Dis sible that he might, by facing in at
trict there are several candidates In least three directions at once, make a
cluding one Townsendite. The vote respectable campaign.
“Any other Democratic candidate
here is likely to be very much divided
but at present the choice seems to be for Oovernor is likely to lose the state
between Judge Zelma M. Dwinal of by from 60 to 70 thousand Oov. Brann
Camden who ran two years ago and lc many thousand votes stronger than
Col. Oeorge C. Webber of Auburn, thc any other Democratic candidate, but
there is no particular enjoyment ln
latest entrant.
"So far all of these contests have being defeated by 20 or 30 thousand.
been carried on in such a spirit as to I There ls, after all, very little differ
make it fairly easy to unite the party ence between being drowned in 20
on the winning candidates although a feet of water and meeting a like fate
small rift In the lute appeared last ! in thc middle of the Atlantic Ocean.
“Should the Oovernor not relent
week when Councillor Smith at a
meeting In Fairfield warned voters and come to the rescue of hLs partv,
against supporting Secretary Barrows , the nomination will go begging and
on the ground that tt ould be unwise the result will be an overwhelming
to select a druggist its the (CTilef Republican victory. Maine Democra
cy without Brann ts Hamlet with the
Executive of the State
"Some of his audience were At a Prince of Denmark ahnent without
loss to understand exactly how the leave.
fact that the secretary was a regis
The Rockland High School hockey
tered pharmacist disqualified him as
a candidate for Oovernor but with team, which has been making' history
thc patient courtesy characteristic of outdoor, this winter, will exhibit some
Maine men and women they re of its Indoor prowess Thursday night
frained from embarrassing the Coun when it holds a banquet at Hotel
cillor by asking him what his busi Rockland.
ness was. if any. The Incident,
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
therefore, passed off pleasantly.
"On the Democratic side, former
If I had my life to live again I would
Mayor Dubord of Waterville Is thc have made a rule to read some poetry
and
listen to some music at leant once
sole candidate for United States a week
The loss ot these tastes la a
loss
of
happiness—Charles Darwin.
Senator. He came very near being
elected over Senator Hale in 1934 but
A-VENTURINO
unfortunately ran behind Governor I'd like to give you happiness, a Joyous
bit of happiness.
Brann something over 20.000 votes
A gleeful bit ot happiness, to keep you
thus making it impossible fcr the
feeling gay.
ve a task so difficult, ao very, very
tidal wave to land him on firm But I difficult.
_
.
ground. Had he been able to have So difficult from every view, that I must
find a way.
demonstrated anywhere the full So let me take your ’venturing. Just you
and I. a-venturlng.
strength of the ticket he would have A daring
bit of ’venturing, for you and
I are young.
won There will be no Democratic
And when we're far away from things,
landslide ln Maine this year and his
from all the weary, dreary things.
Well sing a song of happy things thats
cause is absolutely hopeless.
never yet been sung.
“Congressman Moran will be re
And we wlll leave our pains at home,
nominated in the Second District
our weary little pains at home.
unless Gov. Brann decides that h? The little pains that worried us as all
the years went on.
ought not to be and possibly even But let ua take our hearts along, our
scarred and wounded hearts along.
then. The nomination is. however, Our hearts, we 11 make them whole again
thru wonders of the dawn.
likely to be an empty honor. It is
doubtful lf he can carry a single one For we shall see the dawn, you know,
the silver dawn, the purple dawn.
of the seven counties which comprise Tho dawn that's tinged with amethyst
and turns a golden glow.
his district, unless the Republicans
And to our hearts a peace will come, a
should be foolish enough to nominate
amlllng Joyous peace wlll come.
that'a bom of happiness, and
an ardent follower of Dr. Townsend, A peace
all tbe world shall know.
ln which case he ought to carry them
So let us go a-venturlng. Juat you and
all. His only possible saviour Is the
I. a-venturlng.
A-venturlng for happiness to keep you
Rev. Mr. Leckembly of Pittsfield.
feeling gay.
And though the task la difficult, ao
No one knows whom the Democrats
very, very difficult.
will nominate for Oovernor and no I So difficult from every view, I think
I've
found the way.
one trill know until Oovernor Brann j
—Ruth Eek mau
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Every-Other-Day
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presses roared along through vast
BAD FIRE SCARE
circulations. Up on the border
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
Former Thomaston Boy Re following an army of newspapermen
Northend Is Threatened Be
who were searching for Harry Thaw
Thus saith the Lord of hosts; Turn
tiring From Telegraph Ser- after his escape from Matteaw’an.
cause Traffic Prevented
ye now from your evil ways, and
vice After Notable Career j With President Harding on that last
Laying Hose Lines
Walter Ulmer, .'ports announ
from your evil doings. —Zech. 1: 4.
------1 tragic trip. That's Bill Donovan's J cer on WIHZ, raid a tine tribute
William A. Donovan, formerly of
and career atuj jje jias loved It.
A fire that might easily have as
to
the
Thomaston
baketbull
quitting. He ls!
THROUGH THE CANAL Thomaston and widely known in ; y^nd now
sumed the proportions of a con
teams in hb
Saturday night
telegraph circles is retiring after 40 gQlng w
and glve up!
broadcast specially
mentioning
flagration threatened the Northend
jjreatij}ess pursuit of news. He ,
Wife Of Barge Captain De years of service, in the course of
Colby Wood who was couching
early
Saturday evening, and the '
which he has handled some of lhe has som<? v,v|d memories He re- I
thc Thom*-,ton boys for his first
scribes a Very Interesting
threat
was not primarily due to the
outstanding news events in this
tapping out a story of |
sraion; and L. C. Sturtevant who
Winter Voyage
section of the country. He was Q^ra|d chapman's execution for a |
Are at all.
was coaching the girls' team. He
with Charles Evans Hughes when Mid-Western reporter who was too I
Responding to an alarm from box
ako complimented the work ot
The menace of ice to navigation the latter made hls presidential |
frcm
rea<.tion of witnessing
46 the department found the huge!
Charles C. Wotton, who had the
ln winter is graphically described cainpalgn and came to Rockland ln
a hanging to compose the bandit's J difficult ta^k of refereeing thee
rooming house 2-4 Willow street,
ln an account of barging as re charge of the special telegraph
obituary. He remembers hundreds' tournament games at the Ban
emit ting .large vol'imes of smoke with
eountcd in the diary of Mrs. Alice force which handled the "press ".
of makeshift telegraph offices that j gor auditorium.
flames showing through the windows
Arey. wife of Capt. Sidney L. Arey. Knox County folks have always fol
in the center section of the first
who is well known In this city. Mrs. lowed his career with much interest lie set up right on tlie spot where ,
news was breaking, miles from anyWonder how many old couples
floor. The large wooden structure ls
Arey offers for publication excerpts and pride.
where, so that the world would gel
named to the mu. fa of "Blur
in close proximity to a dozen other ■
portraying the hardy adventures of
The Boston Past of last Saturday
similar buildings and the dangerous
Danube" -- played by the Car
t.iose gallant men who “go down to published a picture of "Bill" at the a glimpse of what was going on.
At random, in Bill's scrapbook, ' borundum Band Saturday night'* > situation was easily apparent
the sea in ships"—and barges.
key. and with it the follow!v story: this card. "Trip of the President to
However traffic followed the two j
Peb. 10—Left with Barges 8. 10
This is 73 for William A. Donovan.
•'.Alone" continues to lead the
Mass.,
1928.
The!
. engines and ladder truck responding.,
and 2, and in due time arrived at veteran telegrapher, retiring after 40 Swampscott,
Mr w A Donovan, ls a
Hit Parade as the roost popular
, so closely that a prompt laying of i
Sandwich.
years of traipsing up and down thc member of
president's lmmedimuslral selection.
Maybe my
hese lines was impossible and it was i
Peb. 11—Tide to the stakes, we re country. to telegraph to newspapers ate p^y and M such is fOrnnwnded
taste Is distorted. for I can't
necessary to fight the flames with,
main here, with No. 2 alongside. the stories of the country's catastro- ,o the fourt<sy of ,h0Se to whom
are it lor rather hear it) that
the two chemical lines until traffic]
Nos. 8 and 10 went through the
plies, conventions and crimes.
thu card may
presented. Everett, way.
could be cleared to the nearby hy- I
Canal early this morning, and we al
drants. The blaze was controlled. I
The numerals 73 are a telegraph- gaunders." There are a dozen such
so meant to, but Ice prevented. Thus er's very best regards to another
Gov. I-andon
who looms to
cards
in
hls
scrapbook,
and
each
card
'
and a bad fire avoided only by ;
far we have seen only the dredger | telegrapher, and serve equally well
promirnntlv as the possible Re
recollection.
prompt and vigorous action by Chief
plow through the narrow waterway. as a valedictory for Bill Donavan summons up a •fresh
publican nominee for the presi
• • •
Havener's crew. However the traffic
Annual Rate for
Life Insurance
However, It Is a nice place to stay, j from all newspapermen.
Bvety roving newspaperman in the , dency gave his recond radio
congestion of apparatus chasers was
and our provisions supply good
broadcast Saturday night, from
country knows Bill Donovan. He has
so dangerous that a final warning
meals. Por Instance, on our dinner
Nebraska.
His words have Uie
His telegraph office, as he ranged hundreds of pictures taken in
6th year and thereafter
First 5 years
•
has
been given and at the next olmenu we had hot biscuits, pea soup,
the country wide for Western Union, hundreds of places with newspaper' ring of common sense.
i fense the violators will be arrested I
baked mackeral. beets, potatoes and
Age
.Arp
Age
following the fickle trail of the latest reporters. He speaks a reporter s j
and their cases aired in court.
rice pudding. Graham buns, boiled
20 $91.10 31 $141.50 42 $180.90
The Pre-t Radio Bureau whirl,
nine-da\ sensation, has been where- language The scorching telegrams
Mrs. Sarah E. Hart sustained prep- j
ham and molasses cake made up our
gives J-minute bulletins twice a
145.50 43 188.70
21
93.40 32
ever he could find room enough to < that come from time to time from
erty damage approaching $1000 as the
supper. Sid and I played rummy at
day, celebrated its second anni
set down his key, attach a wire and ' city editors to their reporters in the
fire wrecked the living room and ate
149.00 44 190.70
22
95.80 33
night, both games going to him. The
versary, Sunday.
During that
get enoui*h elbow room to pound the field were handled by Bill with a
through the floor to the bathroom
two radio batteries are dead—a great
34
134.10 45 405.30
23
98.10
time it has broadcast 7000 special
key.
above. Smoke penetrated to all parts
Chesterfleldian tact.
loss to us. We have to be saving of
bulletins. The service i> excellent
24 100.50 35
138.80 46 414.50
And because he followed the big
He would present a telegram that
of the house.
water now. Mall must be accumu
in a brief cempass, but lots of us
news, his life has been one of adven- , called a reporter a low form of ma
Another alarm from box 46 Satur
25
103.00
36
143.80 47 444.10
lating for us at Jersey City, as it has ture, of peril and of warm friendship J robe with a deprecatory smile that
have never forgiven the promot
day
took
the
department
io
48
North
been over a month since we were
149.10 48 234.50
26 105.10 37
er? for depriving us of such serv
with men who bask in the public eye made the thing seem almost a
Main street where a coupe belonging
there to collect It.
ice
le
we
used
t"
receive
from
27
107.90
38
154.70 49 445.50
on the pedestals of public acclaim. benediction. Entrusting a secre!
to I. E. Johannessen was in flames ]
thr Boston Globe, for instance.
He
has
known
five
Presidents;
and
The burning car was pulled from the
Bill Donovan is just the same as
28 111.10 39
100.70 50 457.40
Peb. 12—This morning I went for a
garage but a broken gasoline pipe
whispering it to a block of stone,
walk, taking six turns around the
29 114.40 40
107.00
King Edward me dr hb first
Alto isrueJ al
pread the blaze near the adjacent
barge. The weather is cold but telegrapher at the summer White He has the priceless gift of silence.
public radio broadcast Sunday
TH£J£ SATE9 Ml ^ANTICIPATING
30 117.70 41
173.90 ages 51 to (it)
Houses.
h
?
was
bom
in
Thomaston.
Me..
houses
until
the
fcamite
extinguisher
clear, and it looks as though we
forenoon, and it was dearly re
Since 1896 Bill Donovan has March 27, 1876. and he was taught
got in ite work.
would have to be here another day,
ceived here.
He would scarcely
Sunday night the department was ]
as the canal Is still full of Ice. We worked for Western Union.' He al- telegraph}- ln a dri«store where the
be termed a magnetic speaker
ways came along just when reporters Misses Hattie Tillson and Jessie
called to the home of Mrs Mary La-1
can almost jump ashore from where
but what he '-aid seemed in excel
Crosse. 11 Union Lane, where a live
we are tied. The patrol boat just jammed around a single. Inadequate Crawford were the operators. He
lent tarte.
wire in some small town where the left Thomaston in 1894 and was a
ly little fire was ln progress in the
came alongside and gave the cap
kitchen. Prompt action by the home
tains some newspapers. Sid certain news of the day had biased up. I telegrapher at Keene. N H. for two
The
Major
Bowes
program
were about to go crazy. The news years. Then he came to Boston and
crew in fighting the blaze until the
ly misses his reading, while my
seemed umrually good Sunda.
papers would be shrieking for news, has worked out of Boston ewer since.
firemen arrived kept damage from ]
keenest loss is the radio.
night
and the single little wire wouldn't 1 One of the big Jobs that he
being
extensive.
Feb
13—Tugs Plymouth and
ASA AN AGENT OR THE LOCAL OFFICE OR WRITE THE HOME OFFICE
carry it.
handled was something that he
The
news
broadra't
Honeybrook came through the canal,
FOR DESCRIPTIVE FOLDER AND A SYNOPSIS
Up In Colebrook. Vt.. several years J could never discuss When Presi
WEEI on Sunday nights has been
but didn't have the three loaded
CITY ELECTIONS
ago, for example. Bill Donovan dent Wilson spent the summer of
changed from 7.45 p. m. to 8-3u
barges. Ice conditions are improv
strolled into town ready for business 1914 at Cornish. N. H., Ambassador
p. m.
ing
Republicans Victorious In
Peb. 14—We made our start bright *1‘hiR a
hours after a dam had Oerard was dally cabling long secret
All But One — Recapture
and early and got out of the canal lJ1Ur5t and PIucke<J the heart out
. .. of- accounts of parleys with the Ger
all right but are now stuck in the 'heJ°WE ln 3 sin«le raging «ush °f man government.
Bill Donovan
Saco, Licked ln Lewiston
lee. and another barge is behind
The wires were swept handled all the messages and there
Knox's Maeanic Record
,
.
. It is away.
Republicans returned to power at
waiting for
us ato go ahead.
' Reporters had a sensational was never a leak.
story,
but
no
way
to
get
it
to
their
Saco
after
five
years
of
Democratic
Editor
of
Tne
Courier-Gazette
snowing, hailing, and sometimes
““
~
“ lu urcu I From 1903 to 1907 he was ln charge
Has any reader any information in aoministration. reelected mayors of raining.The decks are covered with Pa;xr ■ Ei ’fam<* into town, cast an of the wire room at the Boston Post,
ice andsnow. Soup, fish, potatoes expert eye aloft for a dancing wire, and during the course of his career , regard to Major Oeneral Henry Knox Waterville and Bath but met de
as a member cf the; feat at Lewiston in municipal elec-1
EDWARD D. DUFFIELD, President
Home Office, NEWARK, N. J.
string beans, beets, two kinds of attached his key, sat down in the has handled millions of words of ofThomson
MajorGeneral tions yesterday.
jello, with biscuits and graham small telegraph office, ar.d calmly news copy sent to the Post from Masonicfraternity?
started pounding it out. 70 words to ’ points all over the country.
Ralph L. Scammon, Republican. 1
I Henry Knox Lodge. A. P. de A. M. of
buns are keeping us well fed. but
carried five of seven wards at Saco 1
the minute.
'
Boston
was
instituted
in
1926
Its
we have to make dishes that take
cfficers and members are very desir-: to defeat Mayor John D. Fernald
little sugar now, as supplies are run
LOST TO LINCOLN
i
cus of obtaining information relat- j Democrat, and five times mayor. Jackson carried four of the seven
Donat J. Levesque, Democrat, largest vote ever cast in that city.
Everywhere
that
the
news
of
the
ning low. The boys are shoveling
j :ng to Gen. Knox's Moronic career, j who was seeking reelectlon by a ■ wards as he piled up a plurality of polled a record plurality of 5,541 His opponents were Benjamin L.
snow off the decks. Nos. 9, 5 and 15 day was biggest you would firm Bill Rockland Led Until Last PeAlbion B. Crccker I majority of 436.
581 over hls Democratic opponent. over hls nearest opponent as he was Herman. Republican, and Albert I,.
are at the stakes at Hog Island. Donovan, slouched before a “bug"
riod,
Then
Failed
To
Hit
Somerville, Mass., Feb 29.
At
Waterville
Mayor
Robert
Eugene
H. Winslow.
eluted mayor of Lewiston in the Morianty, Progressive.
key,
tapping
it
out.
In
the
press
"Wailf is the watchword as the
the Basket
Honeybrook has a broken wheel gallery at the State House, when the
caused by the ice and had to re- fate of Sacco and Vanzettl In the
Lincoln Academy defeated Rock
'• turn to Boston for repairs. Nos. 8 hands of Governor Puller was
and 10 are In New* Bedford where flashed around the world. In a land High School 28 to 25 in a hard
the Plymouth will pick them up for tobacco-rimmed room of an old and fast game at the local gym before
tenement next to State prison the a ven- good sized audience. The
New York at midnight.
night Sacco and Vanzetti were ex- 1 game was close all the way. The first
Late last night a terrific crash ecu’ed. At national political con period ended in a tie, 7 to 7. The
awakened us. A large Texaco oil ventions in St. Louis. Chicago, Balti half ended with Rockland leading
HERE’S ALEX SITTING AT HOME after the
boat was across and under our stern, more. At Summer White Houses for 16 to 15. The third quarter ended 25
day
’s work at his garage ls over, coaxing some har
smashed our rudder head. We called President Taft. President Wilson. to 23. with Rockland in the lead.
mony out of the old guitar. Folks like to gather
President
Coolidge,
President
Hard

In
the
last
quarter
the
Rockland
Tug Plymouth which got as far at
’round and hear Alex render the good old favorites
No. 2. The men were all up and I ing and President Hoover. On coast team lest two men via the foul route I
and the catchy new tunes too. Around the house,
had coffee on the living room stove. ■<uard ships at sea At the interna- with the result that the team went ‘o
the big pound tin of Prince Albert is mighty popu
pieces completely.
Some life! The ice is packed in tional yacht races in Newport.
lar. Alex says: “Prince Albert is always good,
At Red Top with the Harvard crew
Inability to shoot with some ac- ■
solidly.
right down to the last smidgin in the bottom of the
Feb. 15—On our way again, in a in training. Hanging over the vast curacy cost the Rockland team the ]
tin. Brother, try P-A. for your own pipe smoking.”
creaters of the stadii of the country game, for countless times they missed
snow storm.
Peb. 16—In Long Island Sound in big intersectional championship ! enough easy shots which if made
our present location, there is con- games, eyes squinted watching the would have swamped the Lincoln
siderable ice which makes a clatter ball being snapped two fingers of , team. Murgita. LaCrosse and Leo
ing racket as it bangs against the his right
steady as a rock wait- , starred for Rockland, while Allen |
steel ‘sides. The captain and chief ing to bat out the next play. At 1 Lewis and Hilderbrandt did the brunt j
of the Plymouth threw up some murder trials, waiting in the small of the work for the Academy.
Rorkland High
newspapers, so at last Sid is con hours of the morning for the verdict,
G
F.
where
everjsecond
counted
as
the
tented. The men enjoy the cooking
3
Morgan, rf .............. 0
3
on our barge. Today I am having
0
Leo.
rf
................
0
oi
soup, roast pork, mashed turnip, car
0
LaCrosse, lf ............ 4
8I
SAVE FUEL
rots, beets potatoes and pudding.
1
Lord,
c
.....................
4
’l
Wish I had my camera to take pic
BAKE QUICKLY
4
0
Murgita. rg ............ 2
tures of this ice. The Plymouth has
L
Pul iii your kitchen onc of the new
1I
1
Crockett,
lg
.............
0
the barges on short hawsers and two
0
0
Peterson, lg ............. 0
“I LIKE MY TOBACCO packed in tin-the sensible
ALEX MORRISON SETS OUT FOR WORK with
bridle lines on each side of the
Prince Albert way,” Alex says, “to keep it fresh and
Prince Albert in his pipe. It gladdens him for the
hawser. When we came from Ex
25
preserve that perfect P.A. aroma. Thc big pocket tins
whole day! Alex says it’s a pleasure “just to tamp
Totals
...................
10
ecution Rcz-k Lightship to Stepping
hold around 50 pipeful*.” Prince Albert is the largestLincoln Academy
Prince Albert down in that morning pipe and sniff
Stone it wasn't so bad, so he blew to
selling smoking tobacco in thc world. It is mild and
P
O.
the fragrance of ripe, mellow, quality tobaccos before
shorten the hawsers. What a racket !
mellow-docs not bite the tongue. Made by recognized
9
I light her up! And notice that P.A. ia ‘crimp cut.’
Allen,
rf
....................
5
they make hitting the barge!
specialists in the use of finer tobaccos! Others like it—
0
Thc flakes are shaped different — to give a longer
Reed, lf ..................... 0
Feb. 17—We arrived at Pier 18. i
you will too. Try Prince Albert on our no-risk offer below.
0
smoke and a cooler one.”
Blake, lf ................... 0
Jertty City last right after an ex
C l«. «. J. Rwm.4.TU. Ce.
Hilderbrandt ............. 4
citing trip. It Ls now raining hard
Lewis ......................... 3
and carpenters are repairing the
Weeks ........................ 0
damaged rudder, after which we ex
pect to load coal and get underway
23
8
10
HERE’S OUR MONEY-BACK OFFER TO SHOW WE MEET
again for Boston.
Referee. Wotton. Time, four 8's.

The Courier-Gazette

BILL DONOVAN'S "73"

This policy

gives you a
FIVE-YEAR
START
on easy terms

4

$5,000

For the first

five years

one-half

the figure in

this table —>

COSTS YOU LEAST
WHILE NEEDED MOST

<$nttWial

WE WANTERKNOW!

JittHuranrp>

GARAGE

Man

(Entnpatuj
tf iTtrrttntrit of
rrf AttiPrira

tells how to start the day right.

GLENWOOD
RANGES

YOU HALF WAY

NOTICE TO MARINERS

Jericho Bay—Halibut ■Riicks Bell
Buoy 1, reported missing Peb. 25. will
be replaced us socn as practicable.
Rockland Harbc;- Railway Ledge
Buoy 3. reported out of positicn Peb.
26. will be replaced as scon as prac
ticable.
Saint Croix Rl'.-r- Whitlocks Mill
Light Station—L."ht relighted Peb.
26 , having been temporarily discon
tinued cn Peb. 16. River Is epen to
navigation to the lower wharf at
Calais

The best range that can be made.

Trade In Your Old Range

Priced from

$59

up

Pay only $1.(10 each week if you wish

Burpee Furniture

Co.

ROCKLAND, ME.
llltf

TIIE EAGLE FIRE COMPANY Of N. Y.
' Malden Lane, New York, N. Y.
ASSETS DEC 31, 1935
Stocks and Bonds ..................12.256 526 74
Cash In Office and Bank ......
41.393 47
Agents' Balances ................. 130 506 21
Interest and Rents ...............
26.268 50
AJ1 other Assets .....................
59.402 76

Smoke 20 fragrant pipefuls of Prince

ua at any time within a month from

Albert. If you don’t find it the mel

this date, and we will refund full pur

lowest, tastiest pipe tobacco you

chase price, plus postage.

ever smoked, return the pocket tin

R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company,

with the rest of the tobacco in it to

Winston-Salem, North Carolina.

(Signed)

Gross Assets ........................ $2,514,097 68
Deduct Items not admitted .. 21,319 30
Admitted .............................. $2,492,778
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1935
Net Unpaid Losses ............. $38,537
Unearned Premiums ............ 446.836
All other Liabilities .............
44.389
Cash Capital .......................... 1,000,000
Surplus over all Liabilities .... 963.014

38
55
65
58
CO
60

Total Liabilities and Surplus$2,492.778 38

21-T-27

THE NATIONAL

JESSE BUSH SAYS
“LISTEN •
—I’m so plrued with Prinep Albert
I want othera to know that P. A.
rolls nary, emokpa better. It's mild,
yet haa real two - fisted flavor.”

JOY SMOKE
pipefuls of fragrant tobacco in
every 2-oz. tin of Prince Albert

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, 1uesday, March 3, 1936
William S. Lunt, 73, native of
Frenehboro, died yesterday In this
city. Funeral services and Inter
ment will take place Thursday In
Frenehboro.

MARCH

1936

1
8
15
21
29

1
9
16
23‘
30

9
IO
17
24
31

4
II
>8
25

5
12
19
26

6
13
20
27

7
i4
21
28

TALK OF THE TOWN

King Solomon's Temple Chapter
meets Thursday night.

Alfred Condon has gone to Bath
where he ls doing electrical woik on
yachts for the Bath Iron Works. Mr.
Condon ls no stranger in the Ship
ping City, having worked there dur
ing the war.

1936

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
March 5-7 Camden—Food Fair at I •‘It seemed good to sec the sun
Opera Houm. aponaored by C'undenRockport Lion, Club
once more," writes Charles M Lawry. |
March 6—Melhrbetec Club meets at, ,
.,
. .
,
_ _
The Thorndike.
i who is spending the winter in San
March
»
—
Shakespeare
Society
m«U
prancLs"o The rain stoDDed Feb 25.
with Mrs Edith Blaney, Llmerock
ine rain sioppea rtu.
Street.
after setting a record of 15 consecu
March 9- Tenants Harbor—Town meet
tive days.
'Keep the home fires
ing
March 8—Cushing town meeting.
burning,
”
advises
Charlie, who is
March 9—Camden-Town meeting.
posted, through The Courier-Gazette
March 9 Hope town meeting
March
9-12- Masonic
Bazaar
at
I of the kind of temperature we have
Temple hall
March to (8 p. m.)—Knox County been experiencing this winter.
American Legion Council meet* with
Storer-Colllnx Post In Union.
March id—VInalhaien town meeting.
March 18—Union town meeting.
MADE PERFECT SCORE
March 16—Rockport town meeting
March 17 -St Patrick s Dav

A

proud

record waa

chalked

up for February by The C.-G.

Gaxette.

"Musical Fantasy" will be present- i
ed on the D.A.R. broadcast Wednssday at 2 p. m. from WLBZ by Fort
Halifax Chapter.

HAT5

John A. Black and Joseph Brews
ter have gone to Boston where they
will have employment with Mr.
Black's father, Alfred S. Black.

If you’re not going to
Vft„r Upad

licau • • •
we’d like to borrow it.
u*c

And if you'll drop it in on your
way

to

work

tomorrow

we'll

promise to return it in better con
dition than we took IL
First wv'il fet it a hair-cut . . •

then we’ll lit il to a Spring hat
that will make you look to your

friend., as you've always wanted to

look to your enemies.
It’s eacy buying a Spring hat at
Grigory's because Gregory's have

Club, carriers for Thr Courier-

during

News has been received here of the
death in Cornish of Mrs. George'
Dow. a former Rockland resident.

&

El

Robert Saunders, one of the car- ,
rler boys for this newspaper, sees life
through a glass darkly today because
while on hls Northend route Saturday
he lost S3 in bills. Any person hav
ing found the same would do a great
| favor to Young America by telephon| ing the glad news to Robert at 218-W.

March 20 12 to 9 30)—Educational |
Club meets at Grand Armv hall
March 22 to April 5—Revival Services
at First Baptist Church
March 23-Bath - Launching of the
destroyer Drayton.
March 23-28—Orono—Farm and Home
week.
March 11—Democratic State Conven
tion in Lewiston
April 5 -Palm Sunday.
April 10—Oood Friday.
April 12 Easter.
April 15-30- Augusta-Maine Metho
dist conference.
May 10—Mothers Day.
June 9- Republican National Conven
tion opens ln Cleveland.
June 9-11—Annual convention OAR.
and allied bodies In Rockland.
June 15—Primary Election.
June 19-21—Annual encampment of 1
th« Maine Department. Veterans of j
Foreign Wars. In this city.
June 26-28—Lewiston—American Le- '
glon and allied bodies, hold State con
ventions

every

good »Spring

hat

style

in

Not an error was made

undoubtedly

this,

America and you have the rest.

the

roughest month of thr winter.

13 Lssurs during thr

I

individual

{

papers delivered by these nine

|

boys, blow high, blow low.

There were
month

and

11.700

The

|

Courier-Gazette is unqualifiedly

.

proud of thetr lads.

j

They have

Page Jhree

♦ ♦♦♦
Mallory Spring Hats

$5.00

what it takes.

Other grades at $3.00

Auxiliary to Anderson Camp.
S.U.V., meets Wednesday, with an
' afternoon card party, play to begin
I at 2. supper at 6, and the usual eve
ning business session.
Among those participating in the
annual winter carnival at Oak Orove
Seminary. Vassalboro. Saturday were
June Brackett of Monhegan. Mary
| Whitman of Belfast and Virgin*#
1 Jamieson of Camden.

Woman's Auxiliary to Knox Hospi
tal is meeting at the Bok Home for
Nurses this afternoon at 2. AU
interested women, and there should
be many, are invited to attend and
become members at a very small an
nual dues.

Edwin Edwards Jr., a freshman
at Bates CoUege, is playing the role
of Claudio in ^Much Ado About
Nothing." to be presented by the
Bates Players Thursday and Friday *|
nights of this week. Mr. Edwards ls
winning signal honors ln dramatics.
At tlie meeting of tire Comrades oi
the Way Sunday nighl at the Con
gregational vestry Milton M. Griffin
clerk of courts, gave an Interesting
picture of courts procedure and
other technique -attendant upon.
His informal manner of presenta
tion interspersed with plentiful wit
delighted hls young hearers.

If Lenten Menus Are TENDER LOINS OF CALIF.
Proving a Problem . . ■ SARDINES...... can 10c

MAXWELL HOUSE COFFEE.......................... lb 25c

NORMAN R FLOUR ..................................... bag 83c

SPINACH, Del Monte................ two 29 oz tins 25c
ROCKWOOD COCOA....................... 1-2 Ib tin OCc

PERRY’S MARKETS

SHREDDED WHEAT...... ........................ 2 pkgs 23c
Two Sample Packages Free

FRESHLY SHUCKED CLAMS..... .......... q'

25c

DOMESTIC SARDINES .......................... 3 tins 12c

MACKEREL ......................................... ..........lb

12c

GOLDEN BANTAM CORN.................. 3 cans 25c

SALMON................................................ ..........lb

19c

WAX BEANS................................................ 3 cans 25c

DRESSED BONELESS

DIAMOND MATCHES.......................... 6 boxes 23c

PANCAKE FLOUR, Log Cabin .... 20 oz pkg 07c

ROUNDS STEAM FUDGE PUDDING .... can 14c
qt 12c

SODA CRACKERS...............................2 Ib box 17c
SILVER SLICE GRAPEFRUIT........... 2 cans 23c

BLUE LABEL KARO SYRUP............. 2 cans 25c

ROLLED OATS.................................. ............. pkg 23c
Monax Ware Cup and Saucer or Dinner Plate Free

♦ ♦♦♦

GREGORY’S

main st.
SHOP EARLY

19c

39"

F*

2

26-30

and

deaths unless

accompanied by the namr
the sender.

of

the death of our brother. Charles Water
man For the beautiful floral tributes
and use of cars we are also deeply
grateful.
Clarence E. Waterman, and Mrs. Eva
McDonald.
North llavea

FRESH HADDOCK SPAWN...................2 lbs 25c

Bulk Rice.........5 lbs 25c
Minute Tapioca .. pkg 11c
Salt Pork................ lb 13c White House Coffee 21c
Minced Ham .... 2 lbs 25c Diamond D Coffee
2 lbs 29c
Hulled
Corn
......
can 17c
Link Sausage
Selox........... lge pkg 10c
lb 15c
Apple Sauce...... tin 08c
Kre-Mel.........3 pkgs 10c
Rib Lamb Chops .. lb 27c Baby Foods .... 3 tins 25c
Sliced Bacon......... lb 33c Gold Dust.... lge pkg 16c
Bag Sausage......... lb 17c Friends Beans 2 tins 29c
Walnuts ................ lb 19c
Shaker Salt.... 2 pkg 12=
Sliced Bacon
Eagle Cond Milk 2 tin 39c
SHORT CUTS
O. P. Tea .. >/2 lb pkg 19c
lb 21c
Yellow Split Peas lb 05c

Frankforts and
Mustard
1 Lb Frankforts
4 oz. Jar Mustard

both for 19c
Special AU Week Sale
Spiced Ham,
IbQQ
Chicken Loaf, Ib—J'C

Daisy Hams
Two To Three Lb. Ave.
LEAN. DELICIOUS

lb 35c

All Week
Tobacco Special!
Prince Albert
Velvet
Half and Half
Reg. Size Tins

10c

Cigarettes
Golds n PKGS

ARMOUR'S RED ROSE

OLEO,

2 lbs 33c

A Rockwood Special!
3 Vi’D5 Cakes Choc.
1 1-lb Tin Cocoa
Sm. Mixing Bowl

AU for 34c
Welch Tomato Juice
2 pint bots 25c
Co-Op Syrup 8 oz bot 17c
Shell. Pecan Meats lb 49=
Shell. Walnut Meats 49c
Rose Con. Milk 2 can 29c

70th Anniversary
Special!
Cando Silver Polish
Ixirgr 8 Oz. Jar

19c
Trial Bottle Metal Poluth and
Two

of Cando’s Famous

Fleur-D-Ute Disks Free
Get Yours Today!

Old
Camels
ty
Log Cabin Syrup
Lucky Strikes
lge bot
Chesterfields •*'*'*'
Full Carton, $1.13

^-UC

Small Pkg. Aunt Jemima
Panrake Flour Free

prpo
V
’
Q
M
A
RKTTQ
PARK
ST
rElVIXI 0 iVlAI\n.Lld PH0NF1734

CABBAGE

marriages

29c

At Our Meat Counter

MACARONI, 7 oz pkgs.......................... 4 pkgs 19c

LB

HERRING...... 2 lbs 29c

HADDOCK.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . Ib 12c

ARMOUR’S EVAP. MILK..................... 4 cans 25c

BUTTER

SMOKED

FRESH SHORE—DRESSED READY FOR TIIE PAN

EARLY JUNE PEAS................................. 4 cans 25c

LB

HALIBUT FINS .. lb 16c

SALT MACKEREL FILLETS......... 1 »/2 lb jar 21c

FOSS VANILLA................................. 2 oz bottle 23c

SHOULDERS. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

SALT

HOME PACKED

PEANUT BUTTER................................. 2 lb jar 27c

CALIFORNIA PEA BEANS.....................

CRABMEAT .... tin 15c

FILLETS—ready for the pan...........

BROOKS BEANS, 28 oz tins..................... 2 for 19c

The item published in this paper
❖♦♦♦
some weeks ago. to the effect that
PEACHES, Fancy Quality ....................... 2 tins 31c
Glen Bracey 'j, visiting hls sister. the Coast Ouard cutter Kickapoo
was
to
be
decommissioned
now
apClearance
Prices
on
Mrs Richard He ward. In Warren
FRUIT COCKTAIL................................. 2% tin 21c
_____
i pears to be correct, and it is said
The Portland Altrusa Club has its
JELL-O, all flavors..................................... 3 pkgs 17c
Winter Overcoats
Millard Hart and Fred L. Derby of the crBft w111 ** uken 10 Curtis
second annual seminar on The
the pastoffLe force are having short Bay' Maryland, after the tee has
that will make il worth while to
Changing World on Saturday of this
JEL-SERT, all flavors................................. 6 pkgs 25c
vacations
'ceased 10 cause trouble in the river
week, among the speakers to be Dr.
anticipate next season's needs.
RINSO..................................................... 2 lge pkgs 35c
_____
' and bay. The "Kick' will probably
Payson Smith of Boston on "Youth
Miriam Rebekah Lodge meeting * succeeded by some other craft.
and Education." and Donald E.
SNIDER’S KETCHUP...................lge 14 oz bot 15c
Tuesday will have a card party be
Merriam of this city whose topic wU!
“The Stars and 8tripes” is the
BONELESS FISH BITS............................... 3 lbs 25c
be “Youth and Government." The
ginning at 2. supper at 6:15, and an
nual roil call and degree work at the j name of a music composition pub
Altrusa Club is a service organiza
KRAFT MACARONI-CHEESE DINNER, pkg 15c
lished by John Kellenberger of 602
tion of business and professional
evening session.
Main street. Rockland, and dedicated
women of Portland.
VEGETABLE CHOP SUEY....................... can 19c
<16 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
Mrs Frank Brucey has returned to the Masonic order of Maine. The
Can Noodles Free
words
and
melody
are
by
Mr
Kellen

Circle
supper
at
the
Congregahome after a visit wiah her daughter
berger,
and
the
composition
was
ar

I
tional
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Wednesday
will
be
Shirley in Camden who recently un
THREE CROW SPICES........... lge % lb pkgs 10c
under tlie chairmanship of Mrs.
derwent an appendix operation at thc ranged by Luther A. Clark, arranger
of
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piano
part
"When
It
’
s
Spring

The
Woman's
Auxiliary
of
St
;
Charles
°
Hewett
concert
Community Haspital.
COCOA.......................................................... 2 lb tin 15c
time In the Rockies." The selection Peter s Churh will meet in the Un- P"*™" whlch had be€n »)lanned by
Edwin Libby Relief Corps meets ' is said by musicians to have much dercroft Thursday at 7.30 .
FOOD OF WHEAT.............................28 oz pkg 18c
ithe church quarUt has
•***Thursday, with Mrs. Lizzie Smith., merit.
’
’
’
i poned due to the absence of Charles
SPRY SHORTENING...... lb tin 22c; 3 Ib tin 62c
Mrs. Jennie A. Wilson, Mrs. Eliza- '
------J A. Rose who is out of town on busiMr.
and
Mrs.
Eric
Love
of
DoverPRESERVES, Strawberry, Raspberry .... lb jar 19c
beth Oregory and Mrs. Doris Ames
“Mike" Quinn and Charles C. W’ot' ness and by other conflicting matin charge of supper at 6.
ton attended a meeting of the East- Foxcroft were recent guests of Mrs. | ters. This feature now in preparaCHOCOLATES, assorted.......................... Ib box 23c
_____
ern Maine basketball officials in Minnie Rogers on their way to Port i tion will be presented at a later
GRAHAM CRACKERS.................................... ib 10c
Miss Etl.'lyn Qu'rn, daughter of Bangor Saturday, and the former land.
date. Rev Corwin H. Olds, however,
Mr. and Mrs. Erland Quinn, has re completed his examinations for
promises an entertainment feature
MILK LUNCH CRACKERS .......................... lb 10=
lumed to Port Clyde where she makes referee service, coming through with' There wUl be a card party at Pleas- . to foUow circle supper that is sure
PEARS, fancy quality.......................... 29 oz tin 21c
her home with her grandmother. Mrs flying colors. The city now has four j ant Valley Grange Hall Friday at 7.30 to please everyone.
well qualified basketball referees- : Tables for bridge and 83 The usual
_____
Allen, while attending school.
SMOKED, SHORT SHANK, LEAN
Mr Wotton, Mr. Quinn, 8am Sezak 6 o'clock supper precedes.
ufe u ruU cf delightful things to
A quilting bee was held last Tues and Ralph W. Fowler. Mr. Wotton
restore and keep faith shining. Oik
day afternoon at the home of Mrs. was one of the referees at the tour-' There wUl be an entertainment #'• 1 of the contributions to this worthClifford Quinn, at’ended by Maricn nament in the Bangor Auditorium the Methodist vestry Wednesday at whne cause was madc by Mtss Lean
Howard.Mrs. HarriettQuinn.
Mrs Saturday, while 3000 excited fans 7 30. the program to offer a short Ramsdell, who wearing the dainty
COUNTRY ROLL
FrankBracey, daughter Adriaand 1 were shrieking for their respective
play, miscellaneous numbers and pink tarlatan Colonial gown, pert
Mrs. James Quinn. Three quilts teams Portland High beat Rumford George Wong with hls trained dog.
hat, and carrying a coquettish
were tacked.
High 32 to 27 in an overtime game
-------parasol, which was a distinctive fea
Rumford is coached by “Sonny"
an£j .jjrs. A. r Morton of Wls- ture at the recent Masonic masquerRockland Townsend Club No. 1
THE BEST IN JELLY—
Dwyer cf St. George who had hard cousin and New York. Mrs. Charles ^5 party. tnade the rounds of
meets Thursday night at 7.30 at the
luck when his best guard was taken Morton and Mrs. Myrtie Judkins were 5^,^ shut-lns on Friday, and also
WELCH’S PURE JELLIES
Park Street Sea OrUl. There ls much
sick before the game.
dinner guests Sunday of Dr. and Mrs vlslu<, the siclc at Knox Hospital
CKABAPFLE
important business to come before
GRAPE
-------J. A. Richan. They were called here
enchanting vision brought much
8 OZ.
this meeting. The question of secur
CHERRY
BEVERAGE
Thursday night is "Basketball by lhe death of Charles Morton.
cheer t0 these folks whose daily ufe
ing a hall that will accommodate Its
QUINCE
TUMBLERS
-------js confinecj within four walls.
full membership will have to be set Night" at the High School gym. The
MINT
Lions Club team, much improved : The wife of Rev. IW. R- Ford of
tled. Advisory board members take
since the first of the season, meets Lincolnville will be guest speaker at
The mid-week Lenten service at
notice.
CHIPSO.............................................. 2 large pkgs 37c
Al Middleton's Vinalhaven All-Stars. , the Lions meeting tomorrow. She I the Universallst church takes place
ONE CAKE P. A G. SOAP FREE
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.
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Golden Rod Chapter OES. met
And br sure to gel your Chipei Guest Ticket to our Loral Theatre
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hu
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first time, and the work was ex scrappy basketball team that has yet
a birthday party was held recently I
*
...
emplified in a very efficient manner. to be beaten on its home floor. The
Rockland Alumnae Girls' team-last j at thc home of Mrs Harriett Quinn I!
Many chapters were represented In
in honor of Erland Quinn's 35th an-1 ""Ice last Thursday, everyone bethe gathering. For the meeting Of year's State champions—Is to play riverslry.. Those present to enjoy J
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ment will be presented under the Rockland locals < fermer High School Bracey Jay Bracey. Mr and Mrs 1 to these services which are Intended
direction of Miss Pearl Borgerson. playrsi and the Camden OCC tea.n. E’and Quinn and family, John ‘o drive home thc importance of reC. L. McNally, manager of the
Miss Katherine Veazle and Mrs
Miss Marian Howard of North Ha
Camden folks are paying many Littlefield, Mr. and Mrs. Edward, Ug‘°us life and the meaning of Lent.
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Edward Howard. In observance team known as the Rockland Eagles
nine years has been affiliated with winter carnival triumph. The Herald
day afternoon Mrs. Prank Hewett of her stay here, card parties were
the insurance firm of McDougall- said: “Camden was indeed fortunate and grandson Andrew.
,
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Ladd Co., leaves the last of this in having such complete co-operation
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National
Park
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day nights at the homes of Mrs. |
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sister, Mrs. Bertha Alice (Wheeler) was given by Mrs. P. P. Brown.
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and Mrs. Prank Bracey, respectively.
widow of Frank O. Havener which Material and pictures were provided
the Fidelity Building. He has leased his own quiet way. did much to make
' took place that morning in Morgan by Miss Eliza Hannegan of Portland
a residence In Cape Elizabeth and the lot of the Queen both regal and
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other
than
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Ramsdell, who succeeded Mrs. Mil-,
able to all, and Is one factor of
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Mrs. Hewett. Mrs. Brown. Miss Helen 1
dred
Blalsdell
a
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months
ago,
and
republican caucus
ice to the entire program.” Mr. Mer
the many that make for quiet,
Carr, Mrs. Marguerite MacAlman.
I
by Mrs. Lou Emery.
The Republicans of Rockland are
and Miss Jessie Achorn.
,
dignified and complete service
NOW I EAT
hereby notified to meet In caucus aa- chant, who is a son of Mr. and Mrs
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scmbled at
CARP OF THANKS
at the Russell Funeral Home.
KNOX COUNTY COURT HOUSE
Camden Winter Carnival, and is em
*•
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at 7:30 o'clock P. M
of Dr. Popptrstone. the nurses and staff
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ployed
as
architect
with
the
Camden
of Knox Hospital and residents of
The newspaper eannot make
Upset Stomach Goes
for the purpose of selecting delegates
North Haven during the Illness and at
snd alternates to the approaching State National Park Service.
in Jiffy with BrR-ans ,
use of announcements of births,
Convention and transacting such other
business as may properly come before
said Caucus.
Mimeographer Ls requested to send
FRANCES D ORNE. Ch.
samples and rates to Box 82i Jeffer
BASIL H STINSON. Sec.
Rockland. Feb. 27, 1933.
son, Me.
27’l't

KOREAN—6!j OZ. TIN

We've an easy solution Sugges
tions for deliriously different
meals . . . eaeh one featuring
(he freshest, finest sea food that
you'll find In the city! We sug
gest new ways to serve your fa
vorite fish, too.
Ask our clerks
when you shop at

SOUTHERN QUEEN FLOUR......................bag 71c

*

Russell Funeral Home
TEL.

<62

9 CLAREMONT ST,

ROCKLAND

Stf

PHONE 1234

MARRIED
brNCOLN-AMSS Attleboro. Ma»». Fen
26. Preaton P Lincoln, of Attleboro,
Masa . and Miss Audrey B. Ames, of
Vinalhaven.
HUNTER-COREY—At Evanston.
Ill..
Feb 22. by Rev E F Tittle D D
Robert L. Hunter, of Chicago, and
Elizabeth B Corey, of Oray. Ind . and
Tenants Harbor.
WILEY-MARTIN—At Thomaston. Feb.
26. by Rev H P Kllbom. Edgar L.
Wiley, of Warren, and K. Janet Martin
of Montvllle.

DIED
CARVER—At Camden. Feb. 29. Ernest
E Carver, aged 70 yearn. 2 months.
5 days
WALSH -At Rockland. March 1. Hiram
S Walsh, aged 70 yearn. 8 months. 7
days. Funeral Tuesday at 1 o'clock
from Burpee's Funeral Parlors.
LUNT—At Rockland. March 2. William
5 Lunt. native of Frenehboro. aged
73 year*. 11 months. 8 days Funeral
and interment Thursday In Frenchboro.
POOLER—At Camden. March 2. Sadie
Pooler, aged 56 years
MORTON—At Rockland. Feb 28. Charlee
J Morton of Union.
ERVINE-Martinsville. March 3. Mary J .
widow of late Oeorge R Ervlne. aged
76 years. 2 months. 26 days. Funeral
Thursday at 2 o'clock from Martinsville Baptist Church.
HAVENER- At Morgantown W
Va..
March 1. Mrs. Bertha Alice (Wheeler)
widow
of
Frank
O
Havener,
.formerly of Rockport, aged 73 years,
6 months. 9 days, 'leiualns brought
for Interment at Rockport on Wednes
day

As skipper of an ice boat Raymond
Anderson of The Courier-Gazette
force is now convinced that he shines
better as worthy master of a Orange.

BURPEE’S
FUNERAL SERVICE
AND

FUNERAL PARLORS
Established 1840
Licensed Embalmers and
Attendants
John O. Stevens
Alden Uln cr
Emily W. Stevens, Arthur Andrews

Day or Night Telephone
450
Representatives in all large cit ei
In the United SUtes and Canada

AMBULANCE
Service is instantly available.
Experienced attendants on duly.

Day or Night Telephone
450
361 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND. MF.
JO-tf

FLAME
IN THE
FORES
HAROLD
TITUS

lllusti-at ions
(RUIN MVtR,
w n u. seavicefl

THE STCRY

CHAPTER I.—Kerry Tounp, a lad
of seven, la prepared to flea the
burning lumber eamp of his benefac
tor, Jack Snow, who took the young
ster to live with him at the death
of Kerry's mother. Tod West has In
structed Kerry to come with a (lie
containing the camp's funds should
It be endangered. Flames attack the
office, and Kerry, hugging the pre
cious file, and Tod race to town. Tod
acta queerly. At the bank the file
Is found empty and Kerry Is blamed
with taking the wrong one,
CHAPTER II—Snow. his head
quarters and money gone, Is ruined
and aooa thereafter dies, leaving
Kerry to the Poor Commissioner.
Kerry suspects Tod and swears to
sven the score.

CHAPTER III.—In a St. Paul office
Kerry, now In mai.hood. and an ex
pert woodsman, le-irns of the where
abouts of West. Kerry rescues a
lovely girl from a scoundrel, who
proves to he West. Tod threatens to
pauperise the girl Nan Downer. She
thanks Kerry and tells him of the
robbery and murder of her father
and of Tod's advances. She la oper
ating a lumber tract which her fa
ther had purchased from West.

CHAPTER IV.—Kerry makes camp.
At the general store In West's Land
ing. he finds Tod engaged In a poker
game. Jim Hinkle, timber employee,
loses heavily. Kerry exposea Tod's
cheating and disarms him. The crowd
la unconvinced of Tod's duplicity.
Kerry Identifies himself to West,
who denies knowing him and ad
vises him to leave town.
CHAPTER V.—Nan tells Dr. Exra
Adams of Kerry's rescue of her from
Tod, and of West's threat. Ears, w ho
Is coroner, visits Kerry, and after
reviewing the murder elory appoints
Kerry coroner's clerk. Suspicion of
the murder had rested on Holt Stu
art, employee of Downer, and upon
Jim Hinkle, who was cleared by Tod.
The doctor has the fatal bullet and
the aerial numbers of the etolen
bills, one of which has Just been
paid to Adams. It came out of the
poker game. Tod orders Jim to rua
Kerry out of town.
CHAPTER VI.—Kerry decldee to
ask Nan for work. He discovers he
la being spied upon by a 'breed Jim
eomes to Kerry with a warning to
clear out. Kerry answers with a
laugh. Nan hires Kerry. Young reerues Jim's daughter from drowning.
While In the water. Frank Bluejay,
the 'breed who had epled on Kerry,
had tried to drowo Kerry. Young
settles with him.
CHAPTER VII.—Kerry sees that
Holt loves Nan. Jim meets Kerry,
and after thanking him for rescuing
his child, confesses he knew Tod
was crooked. He tells Kerry of the
night Downer was slain Earlier in
the day he had had trouble with
Downer and threatened blm. Then
Tod found him wandering, armed,
near the murder scene, too drunk
to know where he had been Tod had
alibied for him and had since forced
bbn to do his bidding.
CHAPTER VIII—Kerry fakes a
fire in Tod't house and gets Tod's
gun. Nan has opportunities to sell
land but cannot deliver title until
she has negoilaled a payment on her
contract with West. Kerry tells Ears
of the latest developments. The cor
oner sends Tod's gun and the mur
der bullet tn a ballistic expert. BlueJay hears part of their conversation
and informs West, who plots murder.

CHAPTER [X.—Kerry Is to make
a cruise nt Nan’a holdings. The bal
listic expert reports that the murder
bullet was Bred from West's pistol.
West visits Nan and attempts to
take her by force. Holt rescues her.
Nan tells Exra of her fears for
Holt's safety and speaks of love.
Exra tells Kerry Nan loves Holt.
Kerry, realising his own love for
Nan. is miserable. Tod bargains with
Bluejay to slay Kerry and frame Holt.

CHAPTER IX. CONTINUED
Perhaps it was the loathing In
her face, touched to llle hy his
hoarse, unsteady voice, which
stirred afresh the hell In his heart.
Anyhow, he threw his arms wide,
fists clenched.
“Will you have hip?" he cried.
“Will you have me. or've I got to
take you? Because I'll have you.
Just as sure as hell Itself! I'm des
perate and I—"
Nan had opened her Ups tn cry
out, when a white fury flung
through Ihe doorway. Her cry was
lost In /hat gasp of breath which
burst from Tod's throat as a hand
caught one of the outstretched
arms, as he was spun about and
Stuart's fist hashed into his lips.
The boy struck hard, struck with
all bis weight coming In, and when

The Boy Struck Hard, Struck With
All His Weight Coming In.

he had struck he squared for an
other blow.
But Tod West was not too drunk
for action. He dropped his head,
jind feudy’d off the Uaillug tieL He.
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swung forward and charged and'
wrapped his greut arms about
Holt's slender body, sweeping him
from his feet, crashing with him
against the door-casing, falling
with him to the floor.
The lad was no match for that
ponderous strength. He was over
whelmed. smothered, made helpless.
He kicked and writhed, but West
had one arm pinned beneath a
knee, the other secured In his iron
grasp and Ids fist raised to do its
cruel work on that defenseless
face. . . .
And then Nan screamed. The
quality of It. the shrillness, the
terror, struck through West's In
tent, made him hesitate. In that
Instant TTolt freed a hand; he uaa
over from hts hack to one able,
upsetting West, grappling for the
man's knee, throwing him oft bal
ance and floundering free.
Nan's cry had brought others.
Feet sounded on the steps; ami be
fore West could charge again and
maim and batter, he was surround
ed by a dozen people.
Two men had Holt.
Another
stood before West, blocking the
way to the boy, should he attempt
advance. But he did not. Breath
ing heavily, he glowered for a mo
ment at Stuart and then, seeking
out Nan's face, nodded heavily.
“All right," be said. “I said my
say. And that. I guess, will he all.**
lie turned for the entry and none
blocked his departure.
Ezra Adams, returning to Nan’a
after an hour in Jim Hinkle's home,
came first Into the excited group
in the big room, was told what had
happened, asked Nan's whereabouts
and went, without knocking, into
the office.
They stood close together, the
girl holding both Holt's hands in
hers, looking up Into his face in
tently. The old physician, struck
by the apparent significance of
their postures, hesitated as If to
withdraw.
“Come In, Ezra!'* Nan said and
then to Holt, with a little shake of
his hands: “And so you will he
careful. Holt dear?"
Stuart withdrew his hands from
hers and turned, going abruptly,
nor looking at Adams.
When he was gone and Nan had
closed the door, she swung toward
the old man with tears In her eyes.
"Ob, Ezra!'' she moaned. “Oh, If
anything shoald happen to Holt!”
"I heard about what went on.
Don’t fear. We'll watch to see
nothin* does happen!"
"Tod’s so savage, so brutal! And
I feel such a responsibility for
Holt He's such . . . such an emo
tional boy: If Tod harms him. I'll
feel I'm to blame and . . . Don’t
you see?"—beseechingly. “Oh, why
must things like this come up to
be faced Just when . . . just when
love comes. Ezra?"
Though her words had given him
a sort of shock the old man downed
his curiosity and the questions that
they provoked, and devoted all tils
resources to comforting her. He
stroked her hair and patted her
shoulders until her emotions were
under control. Then she asked him
to go.
"It's my problem,” she said. “I
can think belter alone. I'm so glad
you were here to let me he fe
male and weak for a moment !”—
wiping her eyes and smiling
bravely.
He left her then, with a deal to
think about. He carried his news
to Kerry later the same evening.
"Looks like Stuart's finally got
what he seems to want most,” lie
said, and did not notice that his
companion appeared to stop even
his breathing to listen. “She's aw
ful upset because she’s afraid some
thing'll happen to him. And she's
In love, too, which doesn't make
for calm thinking., . .
"Tod'll have him on his list now,
and Tod's got a long memory when
he's been angered. Course, he was
drunk.”
Young did not hear this last. He
was concerned at the moment only
with one thing which Ezra had had
to tell. Dismay filled him as he
realized the emotion that had been
fermenting In his heart for days,
which had almost crystallized into
recognizable thought this after
noon: that finally his heart had
taken root! He was In love to his
ears with Nan Downer and yet
here was old Ezra, bringing word
of her love for another. His heart
hnd discovered a home, only to
find It already occupied.
West was sober enough when an
hour later lie stood In the shadow
of Bluejay's rattletrap flivver not
far from Mel Knight’s store at the
Landing and talked rapidly. Jab
bing a finger now and again
against the 'breed's chest.
”. ... And he's made you a Joke,
here, knockin’ you Into the river
that way, Frank! He'll drive you
out of the country If he stays and
. . , and I want him gone because
he tried to frame me!”
The 'breed's eyes were fixed on
the white man's face.
"How much?" he asked.
“Well, not much. It's your fight
.1 qun get along; I’d rather have

him gone, hut 1 can get along. You,
though . . . And there'll he no
chance, you see, out there on Townline If—”
"How much?”
Under his insistence West paused.
“Ten dollars.”
“Huh! You do your own Job,
Tod West!"
He turned to his car.
“Hold on!"—grasping a sleeve.
"Money's scarce."
"Well, I ain't goin' to take nn
chances for no ten dollars. For
a hunnerd. no—"
"A hundred! You’re crazy!"
They bartered longer, hut with
out heat, and finally Bluejay nod
ded.
"All right. But when?”
“When the Job's done.”
“I'll see. eh? And this other . . ,
you tell me when yon want me tn
say I seen Stuart there. Tod. In
the corner, eh? And burying a

His voice dropped to a cautions
wtiisper.
Bluejay cranked his car and clat
tered away and Tod West strolled
toward the store.
He had become a changed man
Id this span of a few short days.
Like the clanging of an ominous
tocsin had come Bluejay's sketchy
report of Young's talk with Ezra
Adams. Why should these two be
talking of the Downer case, when
that bad been considered closed
months ago? And there was the
disappearance of his pistol on the
night he believed his house burn
ing. Explainable, probably; the
chances were that Its disappear
ance was. In reality, a simple, cas
ual affair. . . . But he did not know
that, and in his state of mind shad
ows were taking shapes. Thia eve
ning Esra and Young had their
heads together for long over the
doctor's motor . . . but West, watch
ing. had not been fooled. Their
talk was not of mechanics, he felt
sure.
He walked on home, not daring
to enter the store and be seen by
others.
And across the way Kerry Young
lay In his blankets, that strange
numbness persisting. His eyes were
open; sleep would not come. In
boyhood he hnd thought he knew
suffering, but now he realized he
had not even skirted the edges of
the fields of human misery.
CHAPTER

Y

NOON

of

X

that

Thursday,

B Kerry had his camp made
an Island a quarter mile offshore
od

tn Townline lake.
Io the afternoon he and the dog
set out for the first hours of cruis
ing. Before sundown he paddled
across to the cabin where be might
have stayed, went Inside and looked
Idly about and then returned to
camp.

They were alone. They had not
seen a soul, or heard a man made
sound .... Of course, Frank BlueJay. squatting io the alders, made
no sound except a surly, impatient
grunt. That was when he raised
himself to one knee and sought to
cover the man In the canoe out
there with the worn rifle he car
ried, and found that the glare of
sunlight made the sight-bead show
Isrge as an orange. When the
canoe was out of the glare, the
range was too long for certainty.
And the next morning when
Young set out a spanking breeze
blew. He kept to shoal water for
a mile where the seas were not
dangerous so that he could square
away and lay a course Into the
wind, thereby avoiding the chance
of swamping. By the time he was
out over the Indigo depths again he
was far from the 'breed and once
more Bluejay dared not shoot. He
could have killed his man without
half trying once, but the body
would have fallen Into shallow
water then. His father and his
father's father had told him that
Townline lake never gave up Its
dead, did they drown In the chan
nels. Bluejay wanted no risk of
discovery In this doubly motivated
undertaking.
Kerry Young was up early as
well, the next day, stripping and
running naked Into the biting cold
lake, plunging, blowing, splashing
great fronds of water at Tip, who
had followed him In. The dog liked
It; he barked and yelped.
A spanking little breeze had
come again with the sunrise, flat
tening out the smoke of the small
fire, making coffee slow to boil and
delaying the frying of bass he bad
caught last evening.
Wavelets hissed through the
rushes. The deep blue of the chan
nel was flecked with small whitecaps. Young looked at the weather
and opined that the day would
keep clear, though the wind might
rise to half a gate.
That Is what Frank Bluejay
thought too, as breathing heavily,
he made his way to the edge of a
cedar thicket on the shore and saw
the smoke of that breakfast fire.
He did not fidget nor fuss through
thc interval of waiting. But when
the canoe put out he rose slowly,
certain of his good concealment,
and stiffened.
Young paddled straight toward
the ambushed Indian. The light
craft pitched and rolled rhythmi
cally under the impulse of his pad
dle. In the bow Tip balanced nice
ly, letting his tongue loll.
Closer and closer to the fringe of
distant cedars they progressed,
within two hundred yards, a hun
dred and seventy-five, a hundred
and fifty; then the seas having
subsided, Kerry swung sharply to
the left, putting his canoe broad
side to the weather.
It was now that Bluejay pulled
back the hammer of the worn old
rifle. Slowly he pressed his cheek
tight against the cool stock. The
sight-bead came down, wavering;
found its object. The muzzle
moved thrice, following the rise and
, fall of the canoe, Tlie brown hand

on the grip squeezed. . . . "The’
'breed stood there for a long mo
ment, lips, loose, watching.
On the shot Young had pitched
forward and sideways, ncross the
rail. For nn Instant the canoe
hung so, on |ts beam's end; then
with a quick roll and a little splash.
It went bottom up and began to
drift with the seas.
Tip, thrown Into the waters, head
held high, began circling swiftly.
Around and around he went, err
ing out for the master who had
disappeared.
With a sharp nod, Bluejay
turned. He left the cedars, climbed
the bank nnd pushed on through
the hardwood.
Townline lake never gives up Its
dead. That was the thought which

flashed through Kerry’s mind ns he
went overboard. Once down in the
channels , . .
But he was not going down In
any channel! He was there, under
his capsized ca oe, still holding the
shattered paddle lc one hand.
The blow of the bullet had all I
but lorn it from his grasp. Just
us he was dipping the blade that
terrlflc impact had struck. Per
haps Ihe smooth ash had deflected
the missile; perhaps the aim of hts
assailant had not been good. His
first art was for self-preservation.
Someone had lain in wait to kill
him. Someone had shot with rea
sonable accuracy . . . and to let
them itelieve that a desired end
had been achieved was at once
smartness and caution.
So he went over the far side, his
torso lolling in the water, the move
throwing Tip out with a great
scrambling. Kerry cautiously twist
ed his body so he would come up
beneath the craft.
In there, he could hear nothing
hut the slosh of water, the rustle
of wind, the shurp. Inquiring bark
of the dog.
Young wanted to call out, to re
assure the retriever that all was
well, for Tip was in a great state
of excitement and distress. But
to do that, he feared, would set
the animal diving for him and that,
to a watcher, might betray the
secret . . . that lie was safe and In
concealment.
With great caution, he shoved
himself downward and came up
on the leeward side.
The dog had just rounded the
bow again. His look was tense,
almost agonized, but when he came
thus face to face with his master,
the ears pricked stiffly and then re
laxed, the orange flare left the
eyes and a pink tongue showed. '
“Okay!" Kerry choked. “All Jake
chum' HI! . . . All right, then!
“Listen, Tip." be said, holding
the dog beside him with one hand
while the other rested on the canoe.
"I got to get out of this! Cold?
D'you ever feel colder water In
summer?"
He looked about. The wavewere high. Straight down wind win
his Island, reed-fringed, with warm
sunshine beating upon IL
“You, Tip! . . . You get tn
camp! Savvy?” He reached for a
hold on the dog's tall. "Hie on,
now! Camp! Hie on!"
Obediently the dog turned down
wind. Kerry kept his hold on the
tall, let go the canoe.
"Camp!" gasped Kerry. "Hie
on!"
Tip settled down to swim, low In
the water, making slow going of It.
but nevertheless towing his mas
ter steadily. . . . And a watcher,
from a distance, had he seen the
dog. would never have guessed
what dragged behind. . . .
Kerry wormed his way through
the reeds, once they were reached,
und stretched flat on his belly on
the clean sand, letting the sun
drive the chill from his bones.
He lay there a long time before
he moved. Then he wriggled Into
the brush, got behind his tent, ex
tricated his binoculars from the
pack and for a long interval studied
the point from which the bullet
must have been tired.
His canoe bad followed him
ashore hut for a long time he made
no move to secure IL
He went on. to the cabin.
He opened the door, peered In,
then stooped, frowning. A line dust
ing of dry sand was on Ihe floor.
Sand? No, his fingers told him it
was powdered clay. It went from
the doorway across toward a far
corner; Just a light dusting of IL
a ragged stringer. He wondered
what that might mean. Following,
he found that it ended at two short
sections of flooring. At some time
—there was no way of determin
ing when — these had been tam
pered with. Perhaps broken hoards
had been replnced. Still, why that
dirt on the floor? It had not been
here the other day.
“Tip,” he said, as he stuffed to
bacco into his pipe, “I'm getting
good and hot under the collar!
Shot at from ambush! Now, who
the devil—” He lighted his pipe
and stood frowning, debating.
“Let's go to town,” he said to
the dog. “and see who's surprised
to see us!"

Everyday Cooking Miracles
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BY VIRGINIA FRANCIS
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“The queen of hearts she made : ture-controlled oven of an electric
some tarts” all on a winter's day; range that you can enjoy the con
the knave of hearts, she thought, venience of thia "one-step” baking.
would like those tarts, so she de She found, too, as a result of this
| “one-step” cake baking, the cake
cided to give a party!
And this it how it all happened— batter expands slowly and evenly;
really! One day a certain young the cake rises to its maximum ca
miss begged her mother to let her pacity; the moist atmosphere of the
“cook something.” So her mother electric oven keeps the cake moist
consented, tuggeeting, to the child's . and tender; the controlled, meas-
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HORIZONTAL
1-Leave out

4-Fellnca

Safe Cookery

However, this modern mother is
•rise and, yes, even conservative.
She owns one of the new automatic
electric rangee—the range which
makes all cookery seem like magic
—the range which makes cooking
easy, successful and safe. And so
simple is the operation of this mir
acle maker that it behaves for juve
nile cooke exactly as it behaves for
mother.
Well, to get back to the original
story. This eager little baker made
the tea cakes. She conscientiously
followed her mother's recipe, she
carefully placed the cake in the oven
—but, lo and behold, she didn't pre
heat the oven! She found, however,
that it is only when or.e is baking
cakes in the heat-controlled, mois-

ured heat of the oven bakes the
cake to a delectable doneness. Thus,
milady's party cakes are a huge suc
cess—just right for her very own
party!

Here is her favorite recipe:
Tea Cakes

7-Decay
9-Small lump of
butter
10-Made amends for
13-Middle
15-Largest city of the
world (abbr.)
16-Approachea
18-Before
19-Seat in a church
21-Greek letter
22-Man's name
23-Let fall
25-Thaw
27-Half an em
28-The (Sp.)
29-ln a new way
31-Farm implement
33-Farm animal
34-Greate

HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
36-End
38-A letter
39-A title (Sp.)
41-Uaed in negation
43-Squirta
45-Sourer
47-Beam
48-Very email
49-Paradiae
50-A weight measure

VERTICAL
1-Precioue stone
2-Preaeed
3-A weight measure
4-Food container
5-Conflrm
6-Certain
8-Half a score
9-Foot-like organ
11-Cover

VERTICAL (Cont.)
12-Profound
13-Pack tightly
14-Epoeh
17-Near by
20-A bird (pi.)
22-Apportion
24-Unit
26-A fish
29-Convince
30-T roublea
31-Plan
32-A teaaon
33-A serpent
35-1nto
37-Amerlcan poet
38-Sert
39-Pig pen
40-Uncooked
42-An English street
car
44-Moved rapidly
46-A color

( Solution to previous ouzxJe)

1 cup whipping cream
yt cup cold water
2 cups cake flour

SOUTH THOMASTON

1*4 cups granulated sugar

3 teaspoons baking powder
% teaspoon salt
1 teaspoon lemon extract
3 egg whites
Whip cream and add to it the
water. Mix thoroughly. Mix and
sift all dry ingredients, and add to
the whipped cream mixture. Fo'd in
the egg whites, beaten until stiff,
end add the lemon extract. Place in
two well-greased layer cake pans
and place the pans on rack in a cold
electric oven. Set temperature con
trol at 375 F. Turn even switch to
Bake and bake 30 to 40 minutes.
Remove from pans and cool. Cut
into individual cakes with a heartshaped cookie cutter. Frost with
confectioner’s frosting and decorat*
with candy hearts or other decora
tions.

SELLING EMBROIDERY PICTURES

“THIS comely artist has no need
• for paint brush end oils. She
reproduces the beautiful scenes
around her in the gorge us yarns
for which her country is famous.
The street vendors and their sing
song cries are among the most tn- I
trigulng features of Santiago, capi
tal of Chile, which is approached
through Valparaiso on the regular
route of the weekly cruises between
New York and South America’s
west coast.
Along the thoroughfares of this
capital city Is an almost constant
parade of pedlers. What appears to
be a straw man swings along under
a huge stack of straw mats, totora
umbrellas, and tables and chairs
made of mimbre; another with „rcat
ropes of garlic around his neck and
with sweet onions in bis bands
plaintively summons the visitor to
"observe the choicest harvest of the
year." Herb-women rr- perhaps the
most Individual criers as '.bey pro
claim the wonders of their wares
which range from weeds to tighten
the hair, to a cure for aching teeL
Always among the itinerant mer
chants is one with huge baskets of
luscious grapes from Chile's famous
vineyards and with white paper
packages containing raisins. In

Ml
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delight, that the make tome dainty
little tea cakes.
Now making tea cakes, think we
rather experienced cooks, isn’t ex
actly our idea of “child's play,” be
cause many of us in our tenderfoot
cooking years learned the trials and
errors connected with baking cakes:
we became acquainted with the
sunken variety, with the holey va
riety and with the leathery variety
before we finally met up with the
tender, melt-in-your-mouth variety.
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Thit modern "queen of hearts” has made some tarts
in hrr mother's electric range.

r
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Mis Marion Watta returned Satu.'-'
•S
day to New York d’y after a fort- j
r
night's visit at her h:me here.
,
1 QBQQ
Mr. and Mrs. Zebedee Simmons
who are spending the winter in Rock- (
land, sailed Sunday aftcrrxon on,.
friends in this community.
A Farm Bureau meeting was he'.d j
Thursday at the Grange hall atttend- J
ed by 17 women. Thc next meeting
will be March 31. The subject “Let s
Fix It" gives promise of being espec.ally helpful to housewives. Every
Irvillc Bartlett has government
one is Invited to attend.
employment.
A group of Eastern 8tar members
Washington High Schcol doted
met Saturday at Masonic hall and
Peb. 28 for a week's vacation.
gave It a thorough cleaning.
A large delega'bn frem Wessawes-J Mrs Alonzo Hanson is ailing tn
liealUv
keag Orange were present when the'
third and fourth degrees were con-1 Mrs Maud Ovetlock and her
daughter. Mrs Richardson Miller
ferred by the kcal organization on
were calling on friends at thc village
candidates at S'. George Orange
recently.
Mi'S Marjorie Sleeper has been
confined to her bed the past week I
from comolicatlons arising from car (
ahxessei. She is being treated by
Dr B B Annis
Mr and Mrs. William Clement were
ho:ts Fridav night at a card party for
the benefit of For get-me-Not Chap
ter OES The large attendance re
ported a delightful time with pleasing
financial results.
Stanton Sleeper of the Hav Lake
CCC Camp passed thc weekend with
! his parents. Mr. and Mrs. A. F.
j Sleeper.
.
;
Parents of girls of Junior ages, are
grateful for the efforts of Mrs J. T.
Baum and Mrs LeRov Wlggin who,
are leading the Junior Oirls' 4-H Club
known as Oold Star Workers. Mrs.1
, Baum mether of four children, is
also proprietor of the local posttofflee ‘
and grocery business active In the PRINTED STATIONERY
Supnday School, treasurer of the,
Grange, an officer in the O.ES. and
active In tthe F a"m Bureau Mrs.,
Wiggtn. besides earing for her home J
and family of five. Is a loyal member
of thc Farm Bureau
Pontage 10c Extra

March Special!

LIGHT BLUE
TWEED-WEAVE

$|00

t Soto oroto Line—Lon

—

words as musical a., a song he
drones' “Pasas para la memorla,”
or he asks: "Have you had your
wine today? Eat more raisins—they
are excellent food for memory.”

New Dodge Truck In Action

WASHINGTON

Note the Quantity!

Mrs. Leona Sherman was a caller
Sunday on her niece Mrs. Lester
Black of Razorville
Misses Norma Lois and Eleanor
Boynton arc visiting their aunt Mrs
Jesse Rhodes of South Liberty.
Harold Linrcott is making gradual
gain toward recovery.
Fred Sukeforth cf Augusta was
weekend guest of his brother. Oharln
Sukeforth.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Light arc receiv
ing congratulations on the birth of a
daughter.
George Field U at his home for the
week.
Mrs. Agnes Feabcdy is in ill health.

200 SINGLE SHEETS
100 ENVELOPES
or
100 DOUBLE SHEETS
100 ENVELOPES
• Printed with your Name and
Address on Sheets and Enve
lopes in Slue or Black ink.

March Only
• Remember you can get this sta
tionery only during March. Buy
plenty.

The Courier-Gazette

(TO BE CONTINUED!

WAKE UR YOUR
LIVER BILEWithout Calomel—And YouII Jump Out of Bed
the Mornmi Korin’ to Go

Caution to pedestrians:
the left side of the road!

Walk on

NO TRAFFIC OR TAXI/

KATES!
J-«gte

it

The liver shoald pour out two pounds of
liquid bile into your bowels daily. If this bile
Is not flowing freely, your food doesn't digest.
It just decays in the bowels. Gas bloats up
your stomach. You get constipated. Your
whole system is poisoned and you feel sour,
sunk and the world looks punk.
Laxatives are only makeshifts. A mere
bowel movement doesn't get at the cause. It
takes those good, old Carter’s Little Liver
Pills to get these two pounds of bile flowing
freely and make you feef'up and up ”. Harm*
less, gentle, yet amazing in making bile flow
freely. Ask for Carter’s Little Liver Pills by
name. Stubbornly refuse anything else. 25e.

D

c

to Your hotel in BOSTON

wrrw iati
»«tUy

room*

This utjusual action picture shows a 1936 Dodge one and onehalf ton truck undergoing a severe test of its safety and control
features, as well as to prove the ruggedness of its construction.
This scene was staged by factory officials who looked on while
the truck was driven up a steep bank with such power and speed
that it leaped high into the air, but immediately was brought
under control as it alighted on the ground and continued on its
way- -This is a good example of the way Dodge does things to
prove the merits of its trucks.

500 Room>
lorteeta mtTH —
RADIO
SERVIDOR
TUBS SHOWER

MANGER
« NORTH STATION
•a JTEP-Zr»«/»«r TRAIN-to,ore ROOM*

READ THE COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS

Every-Other-Day
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MAY SLICE OFF NEW

WORLDS SMALLEST MOTORCIRCUS ON TOUR
Motorized Animated Show Begins Advertising and Sampling Campaign in Miami—To Visit
Largest Cities and Outdoor Sporting Events

STATE FROM CHINA
5 Provinces Are Involved

in Latest Movement

Top: Individual unit* (all move in lifelike manner) before being installed In motorcircus. Lower right:
“Jumbo” Ballet Girls Hail Lilliputian Circus. Lower left: Entire unit moves including player at Calliope and
driver of horse.

Canajoharie, N. V.—The world's
first mobile lilllputian circus, built
by the Beech-Nut Packing Com
pany. began a national tour of the
United States from Miami on Jan
uary 17th. serving as a medium tor
a new advertising aud sampling
campaign. The circus, mounted in a
huge motor bus. will appear in the
streets of the bigger cities and at
the major outdoor sporting events,
twf ’girls outfitted in Beech-fyjt
sampling costumes distributing gdtn
wherever the show makes a stop.
Poodles Hannaford and other per
formers of the current New York

Hippodrome success, “Jumb o.”
christened the circus before it was
recently shipped from New York to
Miami. Photographs made of the
circus with Hannaford and other
members of the “Jumbo” cast are
available to Beech-Nut for publi
city. advertising and merchandising
purposes. Newspaper and magazine
advertising will support the tour
of the unit.
The exhibit, which ranks with
the Queen Victoria and Colleen
Moore doll houses and other worldfamous miniature displays for the
accuracy of its detail and the ingen

Studio SnapUwfo

uity Indicated In its operation, Is
the Beecb-Nut circus advertising
brought to life and modeled for dis
play at the San Diego Exposition
The circus is a complete little
“Big Top.” It Includes a "street
parade" of fifteen units on an elec
trically-operated track, each parade
unit being Identified with Beech
Nut gum or mints. In an arena be
hind the parade, three rings contalt
animated animal acts, trapeze per
formers, lion acts and equeatrien
nes. Special amplifying apparatus
will provide music accompaniment
for the circus wherever it plays.

NORTH HAVEN

The patrol boat made an emerg
ency trip here Thursday night, to
take Mrs. Beulah C. Gillis to Knox
Hospital. Mrs. Gillis was accom
panied by Dr. Daniel Woodman.
Members of the Friendly Bible
Class who indulged Saturday In a
woodchopplng bee for the church
and library were: Herman Crockett.
Alton Calderwood, Oeorge Bragdon.
Edward Beverage. Alton Beverage.
Eston Beverage. Charles Baird.
Arthur Beverage, Junior Beverage
Ralph Beverage. Milton Beverage.
Between three and four cords of
wood were cut and plied
George Bragdon recently met with
a painful mishap. In trimming a
tree, the axe slipped and inflicted a
deep flesh wound near the ankle.
He was treated toy Dr. Woodman
th? cut requiring eight stitches. Ow
ing to this accident, the High School
will take Its two weeks vacation- now
Instead of at Easter.
Miss Marie Buzzell left yesterday
for her home In Oakland.
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Gillis arc
receiving congra tula. Ions on the
birth of a son Thursday at Knox
Hospital.
HE GOLDBERGS ARE BACK: Seven years ago Gertrude Berg, a
Motion pictures will toe shown Fri
New York housewife, rose to radio fame as Molly Goldberg in a
realistic and human story of typical family life among New York City’s day night in Library liall by Kenneth
less well-to-do masses, which Mrs. Berg wrote herself and called The
Mills, under the auspices of the
Goldbergs. Now, after an absence of nearly a year and a half. The Gold
Friendly Bible Class. The scenes
bergs—Jake (James R. Waters), Molly (Mrs Berg) and Rosie (Roslyn
Silber)—are back again, greeting their old friends from the window of
are of outdoor life taken by Frank
their apartment and over the WABC-Columbia network each afternoon,
W Benson of Salem. There are two
except Saturday and Sunday.
reels of salmon fishing In NewBrunswick. boat races at Marble
head. fish-hawks, marsh-hawks,
and North Haven views. The pro
cess of etching is shown in two
reels from thc first original sketch
to the finished product. These show
Mr Benson at work in his studio.
Miss Hazlc Marden and Miss
Mercedes Calderwood were hostesses
at a party .Thursday night at the
home of the former. In “83'' prizes
were awarded to Doris Brown and
Paul Brown, and conslation awards
to Hazle Marden and Stanley Quinn.
Icecream, assorted cakes and cookies
were served, followed by other parlor
games. Those present were: Doris
Brown, James Brown. Paul Brown.
Stanley Quinn, Harold Morrison.
Foster Morrison, Arthur Calderwood,
"Tonny" Calderwood, Hazel Marden,
____
Mercedes Calderwood, and Mr. and
Marian Marsh umj
Mrs. Earl Marden.
chased, be/ an alli
• • • •
gator u/tun she.
Each pout of furni
was 4 '/ears aid..
4-H Club Noirs
ture in EeLumnel
Arsurld's home is
The Oirls 4-H Club met Friday
dose shoot qaoe
taj/qtd with a brass
night at the home of -Miss Ida Woos
Pater Lorre a. J®
plait bearing name
ter. the opening song being played by
side Lint.! 'He
of the picture u/faich
datqid Ss-jxpitct
Mrs. Rose Dyer. Following the busi
enabled him to buu
to am/ one at the
ness session, an hour was devoted to
Ccluntbie Studios The hlqhspot of Tala Lb.
sewing, after which refreshments
who wanted to run BireUi Lift u/as
were served. Several members have
his hand oocrthe falling off a. horse.
their work boxes and note books
stubble.
completed. Those presept were:
PS. To dale fit has
Mrs. Franz (Milts. Mildred BrinkcoilsetidTlbS!
Josef iron Sternbora, dime
worth. Hazle Marden. Beatrice Mills,
of Crime and Punishment}
Ida Wooster, Norma Howard, Ann
deootes a (/real deal of his tu-a to art. A
Dyer, Mary Dyer, Hope Ames and
bronze female torso sculptured b</ him is on
Grace Beverage, members; Mercedes
dispbu/ at the LosAnqetes Museum of Art.
Calderwood. Mrs. Emery Wooster,
Mrs. Merle Mills. Ellen Wooster.
Mrs. Rose Dyer and Fred Wooster,
visitors.
The club welcomes the return of
Mary
Dyer, vice president.
When a maid or home helper is needed, the easiest
Announcement will be made as to
way to secure one is t|ygpygh the “Help Wanted”
the place of the next meeting.
column in The Courier-Gazette. Simply Phone 770.
—Hazle G. Marden, reporter.
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UNUSUA*. FACTS REVEALED

THE EASIEST WAY

Washington.—The movement to
ward the formation of a semi-inde
pendent country from the northeast
ern corner of China, focuses world
attention on the five provinces
which may eventually comprise
Asia's newest state.
“Chnhnr, Sulyuan, Shnnsl, Hopeh,
and Shuntung aggegrate nearly 400,000 aquare miles or an area equal
to that of thc states of Massachu
setts, New York. Pennsylvania,
Ohio, Illinois, Indiana, and Cali
fornia combined," nays the National
Geographic society.
“If the new region becomes au
tonomous, China will lose a large
area In which are rivers, railroad
lines, farms and Industries, Impor
tant In the economic life of China,
and cities Intimately linked with
the traditions of the old Celestial
empire,” continues the bulletin.
“Chabar and Sulyuan are a part
of Inner Mongolia, but Shensi,
Hopeh, nnd Shantung are In China
proper, with the Great Wall of Chi
nn forming their northern bound
aries. Thus, a large portion of the
Great Wall, that for centuries has
been one of the wonders of the
East and a lesser wonder of the
world, would become the property
of the newly organized political
state.
“The loss to the Nanking govern
ment of Chahnr and Sulyuan would
not be as costly as that of the
provinces south of the wall. Both
Inner Mongolian provinces are
largely barren desert wastes, with
the sands of the Gobi almost en
tirely engulfing Sulyuan and the
northern two-third* of Chahar.
These regions are inhabited by No
mad tribes who, living In yurts, re
main In one spot Just so long as
trade demands or their cattle can
find ample pastures.
Kalgan Goes With Chahar.
“Southern Chahar Is an agricul
tural country where settlers have
been able to eke out a living with
crops of oats, wheat, buckwheat,
millet, and henna, and tn some
years have raised such an abun
dance of these that there was
enough for export to neighboring
provinces. Kalgan, at a bole In the
Great Wall, would be one of the
great losses for China In Chabar,
for It Is famous ns a trading center.
“Before the railroad reached Kal
gan, caravan routes radiated from
the city Into Mongolia and southern
Sllieria, to which It was called the
gateway. Only Nlngsia province,
of the four original Inner Mon
golian provinces, would remnln In
tact Jehol, once one of the 'four
some,' was lost to China shortly
after the establishment of the Manchukuo government
“The withdrawal of Hopeh prov
ince would take from the Nanking
government the famous city of
Peiping, so closely knit with the
history of the former Chinese em
pire, and still Ihe residence of
many foreign officials In China, in
cluding the American minister to
China. Then there Is Tientsin, a
city of nearly one million popula
tion. sixth among all the cities of
China, and the Republic's most im
portant port north of Shanghai.
The province also has Important
railway lines. Including a portion
of the line connecting Peiping with
Hankow on the Yangtze river, and
a long section of the historically Im
portant Grand Cannl.
Anthracite Coal and Iron.
“With Shansi province goes a
vast fertile plateau country where
wheat, millet, sorghum, maize, cot
ton, tobacco, grapes and other fruit
grow abundantly, and where. It Is
reputed, lie the richest anthracite
(hard) coal and Iron deposits In
all China, tack of good roads and
railroads have heretofore held up
development of Ihe deposita and
have left them nearly Intact for the
exploitation of the new government.
“While Shantung is rich In agricultural lands, the chief assets of
this province are Its network of
roads. Its railroads. Its teeming
cities and its industries. Tsinan,
Tsingtao, Tungchang, Ichow, Welhsle. and Chefoo, all are large popu
lation centers of Shantung which,
with more than QUO |>eople to the
square miles. Is one of the most
thickly populated areas of its size
In the world.
“If milady had traced the origin
of her hair-net when hair-nets were
a necessary part of her costume
some years ago, she would, no
doubt, have discovered that It was
made In or near Chefoo, for that
city was the center of a great hair
net-making Industry. While hair
nets are not now of first Impor
tance, factories and homes of the
province keep Shantung exporters
busy with such products as pongee
silk, pig bristles, peanut oil, flour
and cotton fabrics."
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VINALHAVEN

auditor. The delegates to the State’
Convention are Alton G Winchen
Mrs. A G Davis entertatined the bach, James Haritlns Jr. Madeline j
SU'annah Wesley Society Monday Kane, Dora H. Yorke, James A
afternoon at the parsonage.
Duane. Louise Miller and Davii
Miss Marcia Blaney has been pass Hughes
ing a few days in Whitham and
At a Republican caucus held in the
Framingham, Mass.
High Schorl auditorium Ralph W.
Mrs Madeline Kane recently visit Miller was nominated for moderator
ed in Providence.
at the annual town meeting; Enoch
All schools with the exception of B. Robertson. Herbert E. Mank and
Senior and Junior High closed Fri Ralph P Stahl for selectmen; Fred
day for the spring recess.
W Scett, Fred S. Simmons and Mau
Miss Frances Simmons is guest of I rice Hilton, assessors; Rena B Crow
relatives in Everett. Mass.
ell, tax collector; George Owen Wins
Ralph W. Miller was wemirtated low. Ira Walter and William O. Wal
for moderator and Franklyn W lace, road commissioners; Walter E.
Pitcher for read commissioner at the j Kalcr. superintending school com
Citizens Caucus he’.d in the High j mittee member; George W. Hilton,,
School auditorium
auditor and Harold P. Perry. Clarence
Star Theatre attractions this week E Woodbury anl G. Albert Benner,
include: Today, “Dangerous” with fire wards.
Franchot Tone and Bette Davis;
Thursday. "Timothy's Quest" with
GLENMERL
Dickie Moore and Saturday. Kath
Byron Keene of Rockland npent
erine Hepburn in "Sylvia Scarlet."
At a Democratic caucus held Sat- last week with his grandparents Mr
I urday afternoon in the High School and Mrs Byron Davis.
1 auditorium O. V. Hawner was nomiMrs. Frank Wiley entertained the
: nateftfor town clerk; Fred Jfinchcn- Ladies' Circle TT.iur Hav afternoon.
’ bach/Tred Burnes and Thomas Een- Mrs O. N Bachelder will be hestess
! ner, selectmen; Gardiner Walter, thia week.
Henry Shaw of Thomaston was a'
Err.est Burnes and Oeerge Luce as
sessors; P E Storer. treasurer; Clin caller Friday at the home of Mr and
ton Matthews, tax collec'otr; Andrew Mrs. A. W. Hooper.
Miss Hilda Davis has returned to
G. Eugley, E John Miller and Frank
lyn Pitcher, road commissioners; Pert Clyqdc after several weeks' visit
Dora H. Yorke. superintending school with her aunt, Mrs Walter Barter.
Mrs. J. Leo McDonald whe has
committee; Char'cs P Freeman.
Louis Caron and Bernard Bentvr. been guest of Mrs. Lucy Smith, lias
fire wards; ar.d Annie Thomp on. returned to Winthrop. Mass.

WALDOBORO

Donald Poole was home from U. of
M for the weekend.
Union Church Circle will meet
Thursday for quilt tacking. Supper
will be served at 5.30. The house
keepers are: Mrs. E. G. Carver, Mrs.
Albert Carver, Mrs. Robert Arey and
Mrs. Ernest Arey.

Mrs. Florence Larson was In Rock
land Saturday to visit her mother,
who is a patient at Knox Hospital.
Members of the Washington Club
and husbands met Saturday with Mr
and Mrs Oeorge Newbert. Supper
was served
Mr. Torfason and family have
moved to the Walls block,
Mr. and Mrs Ernest Williams, who
spent the winter with their daughter
Mrs. Frank Donavan. in Weymouth.
Mass , returned Saturday.
The Ladles Jf the GAR. will as
semble at the G.A.R. roems Friday
night Supper will precede the meet
ing
At the home of his grandparents
Mr and Mrs. Charles Chilles., John
Ohtlles. Jr. entertained Fridav night
at Monopoly: Ruth Lyford. Dorethy
Dunlap, Miriam Greenleaf. Robert
Johnson. Stanley Conway. Norman
Johnson, and Joseph Dyer. Refresh
ments were served.
The Red Cress will hold an all daysession Wednesday at Union Church
vestry
De Valois Commandery K T. meets
Friday night.
At Union Church the choir and
Vinalhaven Band, unite Thursday
night in presenting a musical pro
gram. Tickets are now on sate.
Ernes'. Norwood, who is engaged In
the clam business has shipped appreximately 3000 bushels to Thomas
ton.
Mr and Mrs Franklin Hopkins cf
Camden are guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Rebert Arey.
• • • •

THEATRE

STAR Waldoboro
SHOWS AT 8.00 P. M.

TUESDAY, MARCH 3

“DANGEROUS”
FRANCHOT TONE
and BETTE DAVIS

THURSDAY, MARCH 5

“TIMOTHY’S QUEST”
ELEANORE WHITNEY
and DICKIE MOORE
SATURDAY. MARCH 7
“SYLVIA SCARLET”

KATHERINE HEPBURN
and CARY GRANT
Matinee Saturday at 2.30
News and Comedy Earh Show
Special: 810 given away earh Sat
urday Night in three prix** of
$5, $3 and $2. Be on hand!
21-28

GLENCOVE
Mr. and Mra. Clinton mt.cred
Mrs

Robert Hou:e has returned

from a visit In Portland

The new deal, square deal eupper
served Thursday at Penobscot View
Orange was successful because cf the
sociability evident and the absorbing
program submitted. These suppers are
proving helpful to the welfare of the
Orange

AT YOUR NATION-WIDE STORE
ANYTIME IS

Lincoln-Amrs

Miss Audfev E. Ames, daughter cf
Mr and Mrs. Se'.h A. Ames of thio
town was united m marTiajr Wed
nesday to Preston P. Lincoln of Attleb:ro. Ma s. son of Mr. and Mrs
Charles F Lincoln of North Attle
boro The wedding took place at the
parsonage of the Second Congrega
tional Church cf Attleboro Dr. J.
Lee Mltdhell officiated, the deuble
ring eeremnoy being used
The bride was attended bv Miss
Alice T Towle and Herrick Hlgson
was beet man She wore a gown of
navy blue crepe and corsage bcuquet
•of talisman roses. The bridesmaid,
v ere light blue crepe with corsage of
sweet peas.
Mrs. Lincoln was born in this town
and was graduated lrom the local
high school. Her many friends tr.
town ex'.erd cengr.-'.u'.atlon.' The
groem is a native cf B aintree. Mass..,
and is as-ociated in busness with
Watson & Co. The couple will make
their home at 118 E County street.
Attleboro, Mass.

Six dinner parties have been enloyed here recently.
Mrs. Carl
Merrifield Mrs. Christian Orassow
and Mrs. Olive Orassow entertained
Mrs. Maud Payson. Mrs. Oretchcn
Payson
and children. Lucretia
Pushaw. Lottie Wellman and daugh
ter Helen.
Mrs. C. Orassow was weekend
guest of her daughter. Mrs. Oeorge
Thomas. Camden.
Mrs. Ascha Jacobs who sustained
Injury to her back In a recent fall,
ts able to toe about.
Mr. and Mrs. B Nichols were hosts
at dinner Sunday to Mr and Mrs
John Creighton of Union.
Orange blossoms have been re
ceived by friends from Mr. and Mrs.
Edward C. Powell who are passing
the winter at Lake Worth. Fla.
Caution to pedestrians:
the left side of the road I

ranz
MARCH I • 7

r •>

Walk on

PEACHES
you WANT THE PEST

LGE NO IVi CAN

19c
SERVE ONE TONIGHT, MADE WITH
FRESHLY CANNED FRUITS, PACKED AT
JUST THE RIGHT TIME TO RETAIN ALL
OF NATURE'S GOODNESS

yyyyvv

PINEAPPLE
2 cna°n!

p^B8c

.

.

CREAM TARTAR
IHREE CROW

.

•

35c

e

•

•

GENERAL KNOX

5 LB BAG

FLOUR

23c

6c

PKG

«4'4

L8 BAG

91c

WHITE HOUSE

COFFEE

.

SANTA CRUZ

FRUIT COCKTAIL
LGE NO ttt CAN

25c

NATION-WIDE

TEA

.

•

•

ORANBE PEKOE

FORMOSA OOIONB

&B 27c

.

24c

CARTON

•

31c

&glb

CONFECTIONERS

SUGAR

.

•

•

•

.

•

•

•

15c

2

BAKER'S

COCOA

▼▼▼▼▼▼

28&19*

NATION-WIDE

GELATINE DESSERTS
FANCY

SPECIAL LOW
PRICE

NO I
CAN

PKG

5c

COLUMBIA

AZ9CZ

Fine Flavor and Color
Maka Delicious Plas

PORTLAND, MAINE

THREE CROW

SODA

STRAWBERRIES

KENDALL & WHITNEY

r

SANTA CRUZ
SLICED

SANTA CRUZ
SLICED oi CRUSHED

WEST HOPE

TOMATO SOUP

▼▼▼▼▼▼

.

3

CANS

17C

PKG

15C

50 MULE TEAM

BORAX

.

■

Sunshine

MARTINI
BUTTER CRACKERS

■

■

■

Y//}

J

£ MCKA4O

jtJp

H>-19<

QUEEN CDCDANUT
GOLD MEDAL

BISQUICK FLOUR
PKG

Principal Crack* Down

33c

THE FASTEST SELLING GELATIN DESSERT IN THE WORLD
ir 1 1 r\ Liatan to thc Jell-o Program with Jack Banny Every
JLLL~Lz
Sunday at 7:00 P.M. Eastern Standard Time
SIX DELICIOUS FLAVORS

on Those Who Misspell

Fremont, Ohio.—The complaint
of employer* nnd college professor*
that modern high school graduates
can’t spell lias brought results from
Principul A. C. Stokes of Ross high
school. His students misspelled
so many words that he ordered
all to have one or two 20-minute
lessons a week.

▼▼▼▼▼▼
AND
THREE CROW

BROWN

VANILLA

BREAD

I OZ BOT

GOLD

CLARENCE E. DANIELS

Name .......................................
Street
or R. F. D.............-..................

JEWELER
ROCKLAND

Town ........................... Stale

370 MAIN ST..

23<
TALL CANS

1036

WE BUY

OLD

Sat

urday to Boston.

NATION-WIDE

SERVICE

GROCERS

Every-Other-Day

Rocklend Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, March 3,-1936
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THOMASTON

BURPEE & LAMB

FINAL CLEARANCE SALE
CONTINUES ALL THIS WEEK
MON., MARCH 2, TO SAT. MARCH 7

MEN'S MOATS

$16.50
We have a number of good Coats left at this low
price. Buy now and save dollars!

OTHER ADDED VALUES
BROADCLOTH SHORTS, 50c val.; 35c, 3 for $1
FLANNEL SHIRTS, reduced........... $1.35 to $3.35
LINED GLOVES, reduced................ $1.15 to $1.95
ALL WINTER UNDERWEAR..................... 1-3 Off
ALSO
MEN’S ZIPPER COATS, $5 value, at............ $3.65
BOYS’ ZIPPER COATS, $4 value, at............ $2.65
MEN’S AND BOYS’ MACKINAWS........... 1-3 off
SKI CAPS .... 65c. MEN’S WINTER CAPS .... 65;

WARREN

TODAY’S

---uALIj
___
•
Advertisement* ln thl* column not to.
tovzlv
Committees inadvertently omitted
The Friendly Club's regular meet
exceed three lines Inserted once for 25 ♦
*
cent*, three time* for 50 cent*. Addling will be held at 7.30 Wednesday in from the list of those to be ln charge
tlon»l
line*
five
cent*
each
for
one
time
„„
di....
the Methcdist vesthy. It is expected of the various tables at the CongTe- 1
m*k.enat‘llner
S“ WOrd,,
“ "il^es”. °f“„?'bShln* J
niaxe a line.
------------------- bedrooms. Price right. A. C. Hocking.
there will be a quilt to knot. The gational Ladles Circle Fair next
■
-----------------------—~ T„| 21.3
jg.tf
supper to be tendered the Federated August were:
HAY (or Ra|e )0 tons good
Ilty
Junior Choir and a few special guest.
Aprons, Mrs. Laura Starrett, Mrs
♦ ■- -----------139
nror. aim r<ZNIlWTT\ ♦’ early
''arly cut
,-ut CHARLK6
vUABLKS 6
b COUOHLIN
,
27*29
♦
Is in charge of Mrs. Spaulding, Mrs. Benjamin Watts. Mrs. Fred Mathews '
t l w53-m
WHY move about when vou can buv
Felt. Mrs. Snow and Miss Statie Mrs. Maurice Hahn, Mrs. H. I. Holt.
a farm of 105 acres, with nice buildings
in
the town ol Liberty, for »aoo. write
Mrs.
Arthur
Peabcdy;
cooked
food,
j
Miller.
THREE 5 gal. orange Oulf gas cans
Phone ARTHUR E. JOHNSTON
lost. Notify FRANK HALLOWELL. Gulf or
The Pythian Sisters will have a Mrs William H. Robinson, Mrs
Phone
10-3, Washington, Me
26-28
Ref mg. _Co.._TeL_455.__________ 27-27
SEVEN year old new milch cow for
supper at 6 o'clock Friday, followed Earle Moore. Mrs. Alvah Simmons. [
THREE dollars ln bills lost Saturday sale
FRANK SALO. Head of the Bay,
at the Northend. Carrier Route 7 of
by the regular meeting.
Mrs. John Munsey, and Mrs. Ildu
The Courier-Gazette Finder please noti Cuven Star Route. Rockland. Me 27-29
NEW MILCH COWS ’for ’»al«— ils<>
fy ROBERT SAUNDERS. Phone 218-W.
3;hools re-opened yesterday for Russell; candy. Mrs Albert Peabod>
Rockland
27-28 hatching eggs from State tested, ac
a term of eight weeks. Teachers re Mrs. Emerson W. Perkins, Mrs. Fred ;
credited heavy laying hens. W L. MER
RIAM. Union
27-29
turning from vacation include Miss Campbell, and Mrs. Fred Starrett.
$t ♦ ♦ •*•
» • • CANARIES three mated pairs of
4
I cinnamon*, $7 per pair; three dark
Seeber from Boston; Miss Ney fron.
Mrs. Newell W: Eugley who has
I males. $5 each, all In full song W J.
I
Portland; Mrs. Carter from Port been at Knox Hospital for x-rays, ha
BRYANT. _
Union
Me.________________
27 ->9
4_________
. _
♦
land and Mr. Wood from Ellsworth. returned hone. Mrs Eugley remains j
$$•»»♦»»•••»•»•»•$»
1OR IMMEDIATE SALE property at
Arcana Lodge. K P will have work in ill health.
MAN wanted by large manufacturer .'.LJ*J!!adv^fm''oclmMncv' B^^MS
of household necessities to complete '{*“
ror occupancy. Box 385
Wednesday night in the ranks of
The March meeting of the
sales oiyanlzatlon Must be Industrious
11 1
_ _________________ 25-27
page and esquire.
and
willing
to
conduct
home
service
OREEN
fltud
wood. $7; Junk«. |7. and
Womans Club will toe held Thurs
business. Hustlers can earn $25 first 4 foot round wood. $6 LOFMAN BROS,
Donald Hanley is attending a busi
week and Increase rapidly
Write to- Tcl 257-3
25-30
day night at the Club Rooms. A
d»V
RAWLEIGH'S. DEPT MEC-73-W
ness convention in Atlanta, Oa.. Mrs.
A SMAIJ.
10x20 ft. for sale,
Cyrus Eaton program will be given '
Albany. N. Y.
________ 27-29 Last used u ibuilding
a store Could easily be
Hanley will visit at the home of her
OIRL wanted, high school graduate made Into
_garage or camp.
___ _________
ROBERT
during the program hour. Hostess
Call »t ROCKLAND PHOTO STUDIO. U COLLINS. 375 Main Street. Rockland,
mother for a month.
for the evening are Mrs. Florence
439 Main 8treet.
27-29 Tel. 77.
25-27
Mrs. Ora Woodcock and Mrs
Davis and Mrs. Chisie Trone.
STEADY WORK, good pay reliable
THE late Frank Clark place. High St.
Dorothy Horsely entertained Thurs
man wanted to call on farmers ln Knox Thomaston, Me. Tel. 150-11, C. A. VOSE.
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Kollock '
County.
No experience or capital Thomaston. Me
25-27
day night at a picnic suuoer and
quietly observed their 63d weddin;: 1
EJn'm F^ror/m*’’' McNCSS
A FEW TON of good early cut hay for
bridge at the home of MiwWood5?PL-“- ereeport^UL___________ “
sale at *10 ca-.h In barn Will deliver.
anniversary Sunday at their home i
OOOD homr wanted for man and son, Also about 4 M ft of dry planed pine
cock. Those present were: Mrs
boy of 12. board androom
Write
board-; und some diversion stuff $25 per
Their years of married life have 1
HOME" care The Courier-Gazette
M Call 43-11 or write, M. W PAYSON.
Edna Smith. Mrs. Edith Clark. Mrs
been spent in the home they now
27-29 Warren. Me
25-27
Lura Libby, Mrs. Helen Lynch, Mrs.
MAN wanted to deliver catalogs In
WONDERFUL trade In apples 50c
occupy.
Annie Condon, Mrs. Nellie Orff, Mrs.
I Knox and Lincoln Counties for adver- bushel
Bring containers, cranberries
• • • •
i Using house. Write A. E TEETSEL. 10 cents ut Cor. Union aud Willow Sts.
Mattie Spalding and Mrs. Dorothy
1830 Broadway. New York City.__ 27-lt SIMONTON_______________________ 26-28
Seniil, Win Play ( v'ldcbl
Libby.
~MAN OR WOMAN wanted to supply
BUT dry hard wood under cover’;
! customers with famous Watkln* Pro- • fitted, $9; Junks, »9. »oft wood and
First
honors in ttoe inter-class
Mrs. Wallace Feyler went yester
duct* In Rockland and nearby rural i slabs. *7; kindling*. T J. CARROLL,
play contest given by Warren High
locality
No
Investment.
Business I R F. D. Thomaston, Tel 263-21 Rockday to Boston for a short stay.
established. earnings
__ ___ _ .......
average ___
$25—
weekly.
kly, 1 .and
14-tf
Miss Effie Brewer visited in at the Town hall Ftiday night weni
’ pay starts
starts. Immediately Write J R
TWENTY acre farm on State road,
to
the
seniors,
with
the
junior
class
Boothbay Harbor Friday, returning
THE HIGHWAY'S TOLL sewrWy usualb' low as hazards **’ JKTn. S’0" 2U",# John“n A‘e | smooth field, pasture and wood, good
__ ________ ____
buildings 1 mile from village, mall
holding second place. Parts in the
thc 'olio* ing night.
____
come increasingly obvious.
GERMAN police dog. about two years RFD. $450 terms. ARTHUR E JOHNA
T
Fatalities du» to pedestrians or : old wanted; well trained as a watch STON, Phone 10-3. Washington. Me
Mrs. Rebecca Rcbertson has re winning play, 'Uncle Bob's Bride ~
barely Campaign Appears I o ”
“
dot. t»i. 1200________________ 25-27________ ____________________20-28
turned from a visit in Worcester. were taken ty Albert HiU, pearl
rj
11
•
Tke children coasting and plapng on - 1OAD6 or part loud, wanted. Merrill POWER cider press lor sale, complete
Thompson. Laura Butler, Katheryn
De Having rxesuns
1 ne roadways leave the state quite help- A Robertson Express Service to Boston with motor aud shafting. O W MAYMass., and resumed teaching.
_ .
„
,
...
.
7 .
.land vicinity
CHAS
ROBERTSON HEW Camden
26-37
Thomaston High School basket- Peabody. Arlene Overlock, Vilriu
r ebruary Keport
*css until parents, schools and ( Waldoboro. T»l. 28-4. special egg service
HARD coal. $15: coke, $11; Pochoaia*
MeUin.
Katherine
Starrett
and
Etta
municipalities intensify safety ac' lumpy. $9 25; Pochontas nut (special
bail team will play Hebron boys
SSe for stoves* $9 75; Dry fitted hard wood.
Starrett.
Analysis ot motor vehicle fatali- tivities in this respect. Remedies !
Friday and Saturday at Hebron.
_ _ $10 J. B PAULSEN. Tel. Thomaston
The junior play. “His First Shave" ties for January and February shows are better supervision, instruction,
, 1 84-2
13-tf
—
—
Mr and Mrs. Dwight Stanley of
had
on
its
cast.
Jasper
Spear.
♦
’
20
against
25
last
year
—
a
20
perconstant
reiteration
by
agencies
'
Monhegan are guests of Mr. anJ
Classification named above, plus designation and ♦
* ,*
Martha Anderson. Avard Robinson. cent improvement.
Mrs Rusttli Davis.
»
♦8
Mr and Mrs. Wilbur P. Strong Helen Thompson, and Janet Wade gives 35 percent in cities. 20 percent maintenance of patroled safeguarded 1
ROOMS to let with or without board
have returned from a visit with Both plays will toe taken in the ir towns and 45 percent in rural aj-eas for coasting, coupled wllh | MRS CHARLES FALES 73 Maverick
St
Tel 989-M.__________________ 27-29 ■t*- ** *R
spring
to
Bath
where
they
will
com

localities. Coasting and playing on rigid enforcement ordinances,
relatives in Waterville.
FURNISHED.
second-f loor
heated
pete
in
the
finals
with
other
high
highways
was
the
apparent
cause
of
a
State
campaign
is
under
way
on
Waldoboro and Thomaston boys
apartment to let. 14 MASONIC ST.
25-27
second basketball teams had their schools, the winning play to be 40 percent of the fatalities; pedes- pedestrain problem but the matter
AN *11 modern apartment to le- with
pictures taken yesterday in Rock presented later at the^JtUe Theatre trians. 25 percent; iinproper driving u largely educational and personal, garage. 80 Pleasant street Tel 958-J
in Brunswick.
25-27
j but one death; defective equipment. Fatalities fio not form a good
land.
Much interest was manifest, the ont; drunken driving, none. Only criterion of highway problems and FIVE room tenement to let, at 17!
Mrs. Mary Marden of Portland
Knox St . Thomaston Rent reasonable.
was a weekend visitor at the home of hall being filled to capacity. Judges two occupants of motor vehicles have a statistical division is undertaking MRS L W THORNDIKE Thomaston
26-28
were Albert McCarty, teacher of been killed thus far. non-occupants, surveys and establishing set-ups that,
.
Mr and Mrs. John Hewett.
Mrs. Ava Caldwell of Lynn passed
a- Rcckland High School. 18 No occupants of vehicles hate an accidents may be analysed. Besicconveniences at 11 Union st. Apply
causes and violation of law or safekAWRENCE
miller. 26 Rankin
street.
the weekend as guest ot relatives ln Mrs. Addie Mitchell, teacher of been killed in February.
Tel 692-M.
18-tf |
BARRED-ROCK and R I. Red Chick*
English in Union High school, and
Nearly half of the deaths which practice are the same whether death
town.
FURNISHED apartment to let. Call 792. from sturdy, vigorous stock Bred to lay
15-tf
1
____________________________________
large
numbers of large egg*
Every
Mrs. Alena Starrett. The business j occurred claimed children under 14. or merely property damage results,
LIGHT house keeping apartment to I breeder
State accredited pullorum
end was handled efficiently by a Franklin. Sagadahoc. Hancock. Pis- Hence, more attention from enforce- I re“”'Tei
~ ‘ 106-W
UII.ES JI
31 • D
cle»*>
Write Waldoboro.
for open dates.
FOSTER
UNION
n MINNIE
mosisi*.
JAMESON
Me.
18-tf
20-281
staff of students which included cataquis. and Lincoln counties have ment agencies is needed in regard lo Qe<,*n *treet
clean
records
Cumberland
leadthLs nhnv
I
FURNISHED apartment to let. 3 or 4
FOR SALE S C R I Red Chicks They
Harlan
Spear
as
chairman.
Eugen<
Funeral services for Charles J.
ciean rc^urcs.
vumoenano leao tntsptia.se
room*, all modern snd Telephone. In-1 are s‘«te
tor Pullorum disease snd
with four, while Penobscot has three
Many cities and towns are organiz- ciulr* at 57 Crescent st.____________ tjf
R^ur*‘rem»rmre eaoy* snd
Morton were held from the Metho Tolman. and Harold Overlock.
Between the one act plays the all of the latter in February. Ir. ing citizens' committees for local
-!**•
flne broilers, m m. kjnney.
dist Church, under the auspices of
audience
was delightfully enter spite of the most hazardous road attack upon problems in conjunction J 1185-W.____________________________ 7-tf ta Tel 56-14 Tenant's Harbor 13*24-20
Union Lodge. F-A.M Rev Corw in
FOUR room furnl-hed apartment with
C. Olds of thc Rockland Congrega tained toy Miss Ruth Starrett, surface in years, but two deaths were with this department, yet response
DAY i,:d Half Crow pullet* and K 1.
bath to let. V F STUDLEY. Tel. 1154- Rede Tested stock, order now. CARL O.
tional Church, assisted by Rev T. C daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Be.ijamin so attributable, indicating accident is far from satisfactory.
330.
7-tt NELSON 310 Llmero-k St. Tel. 714-W
14-tf
TWO apartment* of 4 and 5 rooms
Chapman officiated. Miss Winola Stanett, in costume who tapped
with bath, heater. $*r*gr and garder
POULTRY wanted I. POUBT, 138
Richan ar.d Eldred K Patch sang one "Winter .Wonderland." and Lillian the exchequer. Forrest Spear:
Inquire
12
Knox
St..
Tel.
156-W
14-tt
Llmerock street. Rockland. Tel. 377-W
TENANT’S HARBOR
selection "One Sweetly Solemn Durrell also ln costume, daughter of master at arms. Joseph Stickney;
HOUSE ot alx rooms for rent, rec-ntlj _______ ________14-tf
renovated,
furnished
or
unfurc'thed.
st
S C. R I Red b»by chicks Maine
Thought,' Miss Florence Thurston at
and Mrs. John Durrell, who tap- inner guard. John Anderson; outer, Town meeting is due next Monday. Sprue- Head. Plenty cf firewood Mr ths
Pullorum clean Foundation stock from
the organ. The bearers were from
"Gypsy Tea Room,' Mrs. Avis guard. Joseph Hahn.
Walter I 'ner is sln-xjlv Irorem./lr,. cutting Rent reasonable. I Et, RC^UK* strain that ls famous In the rag laving
waiter u m.r is siosiy improving land 793-w. after 4 p. m
izjnr
Bgg* Incubated and chick*
Union Lodge. Dr. Milton Stephenson Norwood the accompanist. Candy
Music for the latter installation 1 ’ ltealth.
______,„____________ hatched siparate compartments
If
past records Indicate anything as to
William Thomas. William Rcbbins was sold between the plays. Sixty was furnished by Mrs Regina
future performance, we may believe
'•><«
’
-**«****<*S»><»>*>***^g|
lh?
district
deputy
president
Charles Howe. Earl Butler and Ralph dollars was netted from the plays Robinson, piano, and Arnold Teague. . ,
Lui
..
, , ♦
9 that these chickens, when mature, will
,
B
ti.e Rebekah assembly recently vixl-; ’
prove prolific layers of large eggs, henre
and the dance which followed in saxophone
Wdliams. Interment was in Union.
4 profitable.
Prices on request. E C.
ted
Puri
’
pn
Rebekah
Lodge.
19-tf
Olover
hall,
music
for
the
latter
be

A well-baby clinic will be held
I TEAOUE. Tel 13-42. Warren.
• • • •
ing supplied by Miss Adelle Feyler.
Thursday at the Methodist vestry.
Everette
Torrey
has
moved
his
Wiley-Martin
’
WATCHMAKER—All kinds; watches.
Herbert Bowes has returned from piano; Roland Berry, violin; Harold
smelt house from Thomaston to Clocks,
repaired Call snd deliver. S. A
K. Janet Martin of Montville and
DAY OLD CHICKS for sale, also
Macomber. 23 Amesbury St, Tel 958-J
Bostcn.
Overlook, durms; and John Durrell
Georges River (Wallston).
one week old and two weeks old
_______________ 147*l59-tf
Edgar L. Wiley of Warren were
chicks
all from Pure Bred Blood
Harold Fossett, Leroy Miller and banjo.
8KATE sharpening, prompt service.
Tested, Heavy 1*5 Inj Breeding
Mrs. Addie Robbins is receiving
united in marriage Wednesday at
•
•
•
•
Clinton Cummings were in Portland
CRIE HARDWARE CO, 408 Main street
Stork. Our Rhode Island Red
the Baptist parsonage in Thomas medical treatment In a Boston
14-tf
Chirks are lhe best money can
Joint Pythian Installation
Thursday on business.
buy
and tome from the largest
hospital.
LADIES
—
Reliable
nair
good*
at
Rock,
ton. Rev. H S. Kilborn officiating.
Red Farm In the East, containing
Mrs. Hcward Dean spent Friday
land Hair Store. 24 Elm Et. Mail orders
Officers-elect of Creascent Temple
to.000
Breeders. We sell all breeds
Mrs. Wiley is the daughter of Mr.
solicited. H. C RHODES. Tel. 519-J
with her daughter Mrs. Clinton P S and Oeorges River Lodge K P
and colors at greatly reduced
14-tt
and Mrs. J. Arthur Martin and a
prices. flay olds lOr ea. week
Creamer in South Union.
Legal Notice
were installed Friday night at a
old 13c ea, two weeks old 16c ea.
Parcel Post Prepaid to any au
Town meeting will be held March joint and semi-private installation. gradual: of Liberty High School
dios s in Maine. See our vnlcks
1935.
Mr.
Wiley
is
the
son
cf
Mr
16. Star Circle will serve a public ”ast Chief Mrs Mabel Mills installed
STATE OF .MAINE
ln our Electric Battery Brooders
and Mrs. Oeorge L. Wiley of this (L 8 I
3,000 to select Irom. Improve your
dinner on that date.
for the former order, capably »S' town and was graduated from War
flocks and sate money besides
Knox. SS.
Full line of Poultry Equipment at
A pay station has been installed in 1
^j. jjrs Abbie Stickney as
Clerk’s Office. Superior Court. In
15% discount during Jan. and
ren High School in 1932 CongraulaVacation
the Harold Fcssett store, 30.
Feb. Call, write or phone lor
grand senior, and Mrs. Edith Wylie. tions are extended the esteemed 1
Rockland. Feb 20 A D 1936
Catalogue STOVER'S, RockUnd
Upon the foregoing LIBEL Ordered.
Miss Ida Hughes entertained at grgnd manager
tastalle<1
86 Park SI. Phone 1200.
14-tf
That the Libellant give notice to said
young couple.
bridge Friday night. Honors were were:
Hiy Whitmore to appear before our
Superior Court to he holden at Rock
won by Mrs. Alfred Hawes and H. L.
Most excellent chief, Mrs. Regina
land. within and for the County of I
WILL SOMEONE OBLIGE
Knox on the first Tuesdav of May A D
Robbins.
Robinson; excellent senior, Mrs
19t«. by publishing an attested copy cf 1
Frank Oordon and R. M. McKinley Martha Kalloch: excellent Junioi,
,ild Libel, and this order thereon, three
A Uns’-a Rrad?r Wishes Two Forms week, successively In the Courlerwent Friday to Boston.
Mrs. Abbie Stickney; mistress ot
Oazette a new paper printed ln Rock
Prizes at the Auxiliary party were finance. Mrs Mary Reynolds; mis FI' cn Which She Quotes. HrrtsvMh land In our County of Knox, the last
publication to be thirty days at leaat
ir'Hiii.'By
won by Mrs. Carrie Ames and Ben-1
prior to said first Tue day of May next
tress of records and seals. Miss Doris
thet he may there and then In our said
Union, Peb 29
jamin Nichols. There were six tables Hyler; manager, Mrs. Shirley Bow
REDS Slrrd by pedlg-eed males.
court appear and show cause, lf any he
Heavy layers, grow fast, feather
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
have, why the prayer of said Libellant !
at play.
ley; protector. Mrs. Alice Gray,
well Pullorum Clean. 30 year* ex
should
not
be
granted
Will some reader please give me
Mrs. J. C. Creighton, Mrs. R. M
perience. Oet our Catalogue. We
ARTHUR CHAPMAN.
grand. Miss Doris Bowley; past
give free feed on order* three weeka
Justice of the Superior Court
two poems in full from each of
McKinley and Mrs. Edward Alden
In advance. We use Shenandoah
Chief. Mrs. Mabel Mills.
A true copy of the Libel and Order of
wood
burning brooder stoves;
xCiich
I
am
quoting
or
probably
were Augusta visitors Friday.
the Court thereon.
Music for the installation, of
ample heat for coldest weather,
ATTEST
MILTON
M
ORIFFIN.
Clerk.
misquoting, a few lines.
At a meeting of Seven Tree Orange
coat
leas
to run and take len care
STATE OF MAINE
Crescent Temple was furnished by
than coal brooders
Burn green
The first sounds like Edgar Knox, as
Wednesday night the flrst and sec
wood
Ask for information and
Mrs. Blanche Wilson of ThomasTO THE HONORABLE JUSTICE OF
Quest. The lines in mind are:
prices.
ond degrees were worked on six canTHE SUPERIOR COURT next to be held
6
. ,
..
____ _ \ ton. Gifts to her aides were present- "Close up friend* on either aide
at Rockland, within and for the County
didates. At a . pecial meeting tomor- .... „ . ,
,
CLEMENTS BROS. FARMS
of Knox, on the first Tuesday of May. I
L, .
* , *
ed by Mrs. Mabel Mills Miss Doris Of the man who lives today
A D 1938
row n ght the first and second de'
Smile at him and emooth his way
RFD No 9. WINTERPORT MAINE
t
Hyler, in behalf of Crescent Temple Make hla living march as fine
Respectfully represent* Gladys Whit-1
grees will be worked on two others.
H
more ol Rockland. In aald County, wife I
.
...
..
Mrs. Mills, installing6 of- Aa would be hla funeral line."
of Rsv Whitmore;
Wilson
Merriam returned
Wednes- ' presented
•
The other is something like this
That she was lawfully married to the
,
„ .
ficer with a gift. A pretty addition
raid Ray Whitmore at Lawrence. In the I
day from Boston.
...j.Past Esther Night will be Fridav t0 ‘he ceremonies was the presence btte platenot gathering gold or sliver Commonwealth of Ma'sachusetta. on the
twenty-seventh day of November, 1926;
at Orient Chapter. O ES The com-I
Rower girU, Betty Robmson. Or building monument* of steel and
That they lived together as husband
stone
and
wife at Brunswick, In the State of
mittee in charge includes Mrs. Au- ^ter of Mr. and Mrs^ Ralph He wastes the years who lives for these Maine,
until the twenty-fifth day of
alone."
byne Hawes. Mrs. Carrie Mank and 'Robinson, and Mary Norwood.
August. 1934:
That
the
said libellant has resided In
Thanks in advance.
Mrs Edmund Harding.
dau*h“r
**' and
^roy
this State in good faith for one year
neat
prior
to the commencements of
Annie
Ripley
Thc Ladies' Aid meets Friday with ( Nonvood. to whom Mrs. Sadie Bar-

fail DtiViM

LOST AND FOUND ♦

WANTED

4

BURPEE & LAMB

• • • M
I

In Everybody’s Column ?* ’*

.

TO LET

; EGGS AND CHICKS;

• THE STORE FOR MEN"

(3

NOTICE!

TAX PAYERS OF THOMASTON
The town books close March 12. All unpaid

taxes will appear as delinquent in the town re

port, and Liens will be claimed on all property
on which the 1935 tax has not been paid.

MAURICE E. LINDSEY.

Collector of Taxes.
27-33

MISCELLANEOUS

MALLOY HATS
The Only Huis Thai Arv'T.ravenplle"M<iislure-Proof

C

Fdi*p

Lilip tin* Hem nf a Hundhprphipf

Vi atel) young men go for this! We are proud to offer a
brand-new hat hy Mallory with phantom edge—like the
hem of a handkerchief. Il gives a natural uncut edge
without thickness. If you'll pardon our slang, it's a
“whiz-hang.'’

GREGORY’S

THE LITTLE AD THAT SAVES

AN EXTRA SPECIAL VALUE

SKIRT AND SWEATER
Both For

q.98
E. B. HASTINGS & CO.

lements Th ua
■CHEim WC

The
CourierGazette
Want-Ads

Mu Mertie Messer for an all day ; rows. In behalf of Crescent Temple.
! piesented valentine boxes of candy,
cession.
1
Miss Elizabeth Calderwood of Owl's ■ Officers elect of Georges River
Head spent last week as guest of her Uydje were• J^talled
^Deputy
Grand
Chancellor
George
Gray of
grandparents. Mr. and Mrs. Eugene
this town assisted by Frank Linekin.
Calderwood.
A supper will be served Wednesday as (grand prelate; Richard Dunn,
at 6 30 in the Methodist vestry for all I uand master of work; Stanley Cushinterested in the church. Members'ing. grand master at arms; Hollis
and non-members are Invited.
I Gilchrist, grand vice chancellor;
Mr. and Mr.< Carol Heald returned Levi Copeland, grand keeper of
Monday from Solon where they were records and seals; Anson Pryor,
called to attend the funeral of Mrs grand master of finance; all of
Arcana Lodge, K. of P. of Thomas
Heald's brother.
ton.
These officers were installed:
Chancellor commander, Edwin Nash;
vice chancellor. Roland Starrett;
prelate, Everett Hastings; master of
work. Jesse Mills; keeper of records
and seals, Herbert Thomas; master
of fiance, Wesley Spear; master of

ROCHESTER AMERICAN INS. CO.
1 Liberty Street, New York City, N. Y.
ASSETS Dec. 31. 1935
............
$3602746
Stock, and bond,
C«»h In Ofllce and Bank ...
Agents Balances ..............
Interest and Rent* .............

Gross Assets .................
Deduct Items not admitted
Admitted ............................ $3 664.739
LIABILITIES DEC 31. 1935
Net Unpaid Losses .................
186.200
Unearned Premium,
All other Liabilities
Cash Capital
Surplus over all Liabilities

Total Liabilities and Surplus

DR. J. H. DAMON
DENTIST
By Appointment
Telephone 415-W

Over Newberry’s 5c & 10c Store
ROCKLAND, MAINE

these proceedings:
That the residence of the said Rav
Whitmore I* unknown to your libellant
and cannot be ascertained by reasonable
diligence;
That th» said libel irt haa always
been faithful to her
rrlage vows and
obligations;

SPECIAL FOR THIS WEEK
2
i£

Z
v

KAYNEE WASH SUITS
FOR THE KIDDIES
Regular $1.25 and $ 1.50

95'
Come in and see the New Spring Hats, Caps,

Sweaters, and other merchandise at Low Prices

WILLIS AYER

I
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Every-Other Day

BURKETTS KEPT OPEN HOUSE
. .................. .
Golden Wedding Of Knox County Senator and

TENANT’S HARBOR

CAMDEN

Mrs. George Hurd of Ash Point Ls ,
Hunter-Couey
guest of Mr, and Mrs. Charles
Robert Lee Hunter of Chicago, and
Atkins.
Miss Elizabeth Pond Corey of Gary,
I
Forrest Bridges of Boston spent I Ind. and Tenant's Harbor, were unlteo i
Quality Without the Penalty of High Price
thc weekend with his parents, Mr. j ln marriage Feb. 22 at Evanston, Ill.
and Mrs. Oscar Bridges.
The ceremony was performed in the
personal not«s retard
Miss Corinne White of Boston is
ing departure' and arrivals, tbls depart
Virgil Gardiner of Hallowell has presence of a few relatives and close
ment especially desires Information of spending the week with Mr. andMIrs.
social happenings parties, musicals, etc
friends in the chapel cf the First |
Open house yesterday, to celebrate kett was charmingly gowned ln black been passing a few days in town.
Notes sent by mall or telepbone will be Harold Burgess while visiting her
Mrs. Frank J. Wiley ls at the Methodist Church by Rev. E. ,F. Tittle
gladly received.
sister, Mrs. Ralph C. Wentworth, the 50th wedding anniversary of Mr chiffon and lace with orchid corsage.
Mrs. Franz Burkett of Portland was Statler Hotel in Boston for a week's D. D. pastor.
TELEPHONE_______________ 118 or IM
who is a surgical patient at Knox and Mrs. Fred E. Burkett of Union,
in charge of the guest book. Mrs. stay.
The bride's atterdants were Miss
Hospital. Mrs, Wentworth shows witnessed a gathering of 150 friends
Mrs. Donald Hanley has gone to
Carrie Ames and Mrs. Emma Jones
Mrs. Caroline Willey entertained Josephine Buchanan of Appleton.
at
steady gain.
from Camden, Rockland, Warren, of Union poured.
New York where she will be guest
the Monday Club this week at her Wis... and Miss Anne Spaulding of
of Mr. and Mrs. Leland Oetz for
Augusta, Jefferson, Portland and
The dining room was decorated in home on High street.
Glencoe, Ill. She was given in mar
Diane, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
a week before going to the home of
Union, among them being Mr. and yellow and green cartied out ln
Miss Nettie Bean will be hostess riage by O. E. Buchanan. The best
W. Seymour Cameron, ls confined to
her mother, Mrs. Pauline Goodman
tomorrow afternoon to the ladles of ’ man was Tappan Gregory, a law
her home on Broadway by pneu
In Concord, N. C. Her daughter.
ths Methodist church.
partner of the bridegroom.
monia.
Coralie, Ls already with Mrs. Good
The Townsend Club meets tomorAfter the ceremony the wedding
man. Mr. Hanley Ls ln Atlanta. Ga .
i row night at the K. P. hall. The party left fcr the Palmer House,
Miss Virginia Pease of Wiscasset,
for a Coca-cola convention.
! ineeting will be followed by an old where a surprise dinner party was
a senior at Lincoln Academy, was ln
fashioned box social. Each woman held for friends of the hrlde and
the city Saturday with friends, and
Browne Club meets Friday at the
attending is asked to take a box.
bridegroom. Among the guests pres
made a short visit with her grand
home of Mrs. Marjorie Glidden.
Lloyd
Nutting
has
closed
his
ent were: J. L. Hunter, father of the
parents, Mr. and Mrs. S. D. Crosby,
] funeral home on Sea street and bridegroom; Mr. and Mrs J. Frankat The Highlands.
Diligent Dames will meet Thurs
moved to Bangor.
I lin Bickmow, Jr., cousins of the
day afternoon with Mrs. A. C. Jones
Robert Gerrish has resumed his j bride; Mr, and Mrs. O. E. Buchanan,
Miss Olive Bevorstock of Boston
as hostess.
position In Charlie's Place after a Mr. and ,Mrs. W. E. Buchanan, and
was a weekend guest of Miss Caro
vacation.
Mr. and Mrs. Louis LcveTcne.
line Jameson, Warren street.
An interesting social event of the
Eugene Sliaw is employed In
Mrs. Hunter is one of the Speech
week is tlie benefit card party at
Haskell & Corthell's store on Main Therapists of the Gary Public
Mrs. Herbert A. Philbrook has re
Temple hall tonight at 7:30. Mrs.
street.
Schools. She was born In India, the
turned from two weeks visit In Port
Katheryn St.Clair, Mrs. Gertrude
Joel Keyes Grant Circle, G. A. R., daughter of m'-tsionartes. the i>a-te
land. the first of which was spent j
Boody. Mrs. Florence Philbrook and
meets, Friday, a public supper to be Rev. Dr. H. Y. Corey, and Mrs Clara ' a
with her husband, Capt. Philbrook.
Mrs. Millie Thomas comprise the
served at 6.
! L. Corey cf Tenant's Harbor. She at- ■,
who was In that city on business.
energetic committee. There will be
A variegated fancy yarn, very high styled; a yarn you
Sadie
Pooler,
56,
was
found
dead
tended Hebron Girls' School. Ooncor, ■
Tne second week she was guest of
tables tor bridge. 63. 83, monopoly,
would expect to pay $1.00 for
yesterday at the Bay View street India. Acadm University, Wolfville. i'
Mrs. E. C. White, a former Rock- I
and other popular games, and op
home. The remains are at the Rus | N. S . and Northwestern University. J i
land resident.
portunity will be afforded for Indi
sell funeral home awaiting arrival 1 Evanston, Ill. Mr. Hunter attended!?
Mrs. Franz Simmons and Mr. anc' green plates, yellow candles and a
* the University of Iowa, and the Uni- |
vidual clubs to form their own
Mr. and Mrs. Pred Lucas of Union Mrs. Calvin I. Burrows of Rockland centerplece of tulips. Girls, lovely in of relatives.
groups.
, versity cf Chicago Iaw School. He ls ,
were guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Mr. Simmons and Mrs. Burrows hav- pastel colored gowns, who helped in
a member cf the Chicago law firm— ’
A more staple yarn which comes ln all the new spring
Eiupat
E.
Carver
C. E. Rollins.
ing been attendants at the wedding serving were: MLsses Su;an Abbott.
Carver. | Bailey. Murick.
Webster
and,
Kay, daughter of Capt. and Mrs.
colors, for dresses, suits, sweaters; similar to the regular
The
funeral
of
Ernest
E
•
1"
of Mr. and Mrs. Burkett 50 years Isabelle Abbott. Alice Farris, Ruth
J. A. Stevens, Rockland street
Gregory
60c ball.
Harleth Hobbs has returned to ago. Other guests who were present Howe, Beatrice Rich, Phyllis Han 70. who died Saturday at the home
ill with pneumonia Is gaining.
Hope after visiting her aunt, Miss at thc ceremony and their half- nan, Madeline Gordon, Virginia of his daughter, Mrs. Adin L. HopEkina Payson.
ROCKPORT
century observance
were Miss Howe. There were gifts of gorgeous bins was held yesterday from the
* * * *
Chapin Class has supper for mem
residence on Bay View street. Rev.
and
Mrs.
1
flowers
from
Rockland,
Warren
and
Frances
Bachelder,
Mr.
bers and husbands tonight at 6 at
Schools
ln
town
r-t
pened
Monday
Mr. and Mrs. Marcus Chandler
Union friends, and several other W. F. Brown officiating. The body
the
Universalist vestry.
Miss were weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs. j Oeorge W. Bachelder, Ernest C.
was placed in the vault until spring. after a vacation ef one wek.
AN EXCEPTIONAL OPPORTUNITY
presents of gold.
‘
Davis
and
Mrs.
Carrie
Sherman,
all
Bianche Crandall is chairman.
Mbs Lillian Brann has returned to 1
H. N. McDougall In Portland.
Besides his daughter Mrs. Hopkins
Beth;l Rebekah Lodge of Union
ot Rockland.
j Reading, Ma:s. to resume teaching
In the company were Mr. and Mrs. attended in a body and the noble he is survived by his wife; one son,
M.s. George W. Smith and Mbs
Mrs. Agnes Fish who has been suf Ralph Farris of Augusta; Mr. and grand. Mrs. Clarence Leonard, pre Guy P. Carver ot Portland; two ' after a vacation a* he- home on West
Harriet Tilrby Frost who have been fering from injuries received in a
These are 83% wool, reversible, two-tone, etc.
sisters, Mrs. J. E. Davis of Jamaica | street.
on a lour weeks' motor trip through fall last December. Is showing en- i Mrs. Stanley Weymouth, the form sented Mrs. Burkett with a past
Same quality as is used In our $4 00 Blankets.
Orn
P.
Jackson
nnd
George
Butler
Plain,
Mass.;
Mrs.
G.
D.
Bigelow
of
noble
grand's
Jewel.
Mrs.
Burkett
er a member of the State Highway
Plartdi cr; expected home today.
ccuraging gain. With her sister, Department of Augusta; Senator also received gift of gold front Whitman, Mass.; and one brother. ! attended town meeting yesterday in
Mrs. Alice Pish, she is at the Home
Sale Price
Per Pound
and Mrs. Franz U. Burkett of Port- Orient Chapter. O. E. S. Two poems H. S. Carver cf Long Beach. Calif. ‘ Searsmont.
Dr. Jahn Zenith Lowe left Monday
of A. S. Rankin. 82 Cedar street, ' land; Judge and Mrs. Zelma Dwinal were read in the evening—one com Mr. Carver was a resident of Lin
Mrs
Florence
Butterfield
ls
visiting
r.san for Portland and Boston to
Two remnants wlll make a fair sized blanket.
where she ls ln the care of Mrs. ' of Camden; Mr. and Mrs. Forrest posed by Mrs. Zelma Dwinal of colnville Beach but came here to I her daughter Mrs Francis P D:w in
meet Mrs Lowe who ls returning
| Ada Brewster.
’
Bond of Jefferson; Clerk of Courts Camden and read by Mrs. Bernice spend the winter with his daughter. I Augusta.
from several weeks with her mother. :
He was a Mason and also a member |
Payson
of
Union;
the
second
written
SENTER CRANE COMPANY
M.
M.
Griffin,
County
attorney
J.
C.
in Oouveneur. N. Y. Dr. and Mrs ,
I The Copper Club met Thursday at
The Younger Adult Social Group « Burrows. Sheriff C. Earle Ludwick. by Mrs. Fred M. Lucas of Union.
of Seaside Chapter, OES.
Lowe expect to be home on Wednes- the home of Mrs. E>ie Hawkins for
of the Congregational church is Mr. and Mrs. A. C. McLoon. Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Burkett received
day.
an all-day sersiin. It being the
having a covered dish supper-social Ernest Davis, Register of Probate greetings by wire from all over New
night under the auspices zt the Try- ment exercises. They spent the
( au cus Noir, bud i-ac.
birthday anniversary cf one of the
weekend with their uncle and aunt
England.
Gov.
Branr..
who
had
ex

Mrs. Elura Hamlin is chairman of at the vestry tonight at 7.
Charles L. Veazie and many others
Officers nominated at the recent members. Mrs E E Ingraham, she tohe'p Club. Mrs Nellie Magune is
k
pected to attend, sent regrets, voic Republican caucus were: Moderator. was presented a tift frem the Club. chairman of the program committee, Mr. and Mra Clifford Merrill at
circle supper at the Methodist vestry
[ from Rockland.
Mrs. Raymond Giroux and daugh
Lawrence
Wednesday at 6. There will be an
Mr. and Mrs. Burkett received In ing his esteem of Mr. Burkett as a Adin L. Hopkins; treasurer. J. Hale ai;o an attractive birthday cake from assisted by Mrs Ethel Spear.
ter Betty Lee who were guests last
The Fishermen's Gospel team, un
all-day rummage sale ln charge of
member
cf
the
Senate,
in
an
em

Miss
Soivcig
Heistad.
of
U.
of
M
formally the occasion being marked
Hodgman; member of school board. the hostess.
week cf Mrs. Giroux' parents. Dr.
der the direction of Capt. Elmer
Mrs Grace Lurvey. The Ladies Aid
by gracious hospitality. Mrs. Bur- phatic manner.
Georgs H. Thomas; selectmen, J. T.
Slated meeting cf Harbor Lfffht was dinner guest Saturday night at Aim* will have cliarge of a union
and Mrs. H. V. Tweedie, were joined
also holds its monthly business
Smyth,
Leslie
D.
Ames.
Maurice
Chapter
OES will b? held tonight. thc home cf Mr. and Mrs. Sydney P. meeting Thursday at 7 at the Bap
for the weekend by Mr. Giroux, all
meeting in the afternoon.
Snow.
Opportunity Class meets Thurs- Payson, Alvah Anderson and W. S. There will be work on a candidate.
returning to Lewiston Sunday night.
tist Churth. Shore message.-, will oe
RUBINSTEIN
CLUB
_____
_____
day nt the First Baptist Churolk Richards.
The Johnson Society will meet i
Mrs. MavnaTd Graffam returned
given by Capt. Ames. Dr. H. V.
Sleeper Bible Class met Monday
Mrs John O. Stevens will be hos- j "Under the St3r9 and Stripes” Priors. Take finished white cross
Nominated at the Democratic Saturday from a week's visit with Mr. Wednesday night ot the home of Tweedie, Frank Ingraham and Muafternoon with Mrs William Brawn
— to Outing Club for 1 o'clock I
rt
work. Attention is called to change caucus; Clerk ar.d auditor, John L. Graffam at Milo.
Mrs. Addle Wentwrrth.
tess
lard Hart. I/‘Roy Williams will read
Subject Of Program Fur- Tn place of meeting.
The Twentieth Century Club wtli [ tlie Scripture from a Braille Bible.
Tewksbury;
tax
collector,
Frank
Claytcn
Smith,
principal
of
thc
luncheon
Wednesday
at
her
home
Mrs. Elise Allen Corner of the
Alexander; member of school board. Giammar School, has returned meet Friday afternoon with Mrs.
nished By Mrs. Blaney
School of the Dance goes to New on Talbot avenue.
George H. Thcmas; selectmen, W. from Millbridge where he spent the Annabel Hodgrmr., Free street. Cam-.
York today to participate in a pro
NOW PLAYING
Miss Ada Perry has returned from
Rubinstein Club meeting Friday
S. Richards, Ralph W. Johnson. ! vacation with his family.
den.
MAE WEST
gram being given Thursday night by
ln
Maurice Miller, who was graduated
Charles T. Swan, J. Herbert Gould.
Mrs. Jasper McKenney and infant
the Finnish Educational Club. Miss New York after a week's trip in the night at the Universalist vestry had
“KLONDIKE ANNIE"
Interest
of
Senter
Crane's
millinery
Mrs
Ed
ith
Blaney
as
prO
gram
chairlast
week from the New England In
1
daughter
Mary
returned
Tuesday
Allie
U.
Dougherty
and
Everett
N.
Florence Molloy. Mrs. Corner's as
. . . Yield quicker to the
department.
stitute of Em bam ing in Boton, re
from
Ccmmunity
Hospital.
sistant, wlll be in charge of the
WEDNESDAY
Poultice-Vapor action of
man. Her subject. “Under the Stars
"Grandma's Memories,” an cntcr- turned home yesterday, accrmpanicd
studio during her absenoe.
Mrs. Agnes V. Wilbur has resumed and Stripes," had quite a martial
Caution to pedestrians: Walk on tainment that is different, will be by hi sister. Mls& Ruth Miller, who,
her duties as b:ckkeepcr at Stoning air most becoming to the wife of a
given at the Bap' ist vestry Wednesday was hts gue. t during the commence
the left side of the road I
Mr and Mrs. Oeorge I. Shaw ar.d
ton Furniture Co. (following an en major in the U. S. Army. An inter
and Mrs. John Post have re
forced vacation because of illness.
esting paper prefaced the program
turned from a vacation trip to Bos
ton. Mr. Shaw was a special gue&t
Methebesec Club meets Friday at proper, which included:
cf Howell Cullinan during one of the The Thorndike, in the small dining Plano duet—American Fantasia.
Victor Herbert
noon news broadcasts and was shown hall, with Mrs. Clara Thurston. Mrs.
Mrs. Esther Rogers and
Mrs. Charlotte Hopkins
many courtesies the moment it was Orissa Merritt, Mrs. Jane Beach. Plano—Two
Washington Ma-ches
Mr- Marian Marsh Clark
learned he came from Rockland. A
Mts. Mabel Holbrook and Mrs. Vocal du»t—Chester—an Old Revolu
guide was assigned to him and he Thelma Snow as hostesses. An after
tionary Song
Mra Lucy lowp and Mrs. Marjorie
t
was given an opportunity to witness
Oildden
noon of rare pleasure Is expected, as
some of the more interesting phases
Contralto—America, Beautiful Star.
Miss Anna E. Coughlin will be guest
William Richan
of the Boston Herald-Traveler pub
My Country.
Geoffrey O’Hara
speaker, her subject to be "Brown
Miss
Wlnola
Richan
i
lishing plant. Mr. Cullinan has not ing's Italy;'
‘ Soprano—My Own United States
quite fully recovered from a recent
When Johnny Comes Marching
Home Again
tonsil operation. A huge pile of un
Mrs. Vivian Hewett
NORTH WALDOBORO Dance—Military
Tap—Yankee Doodle
answered mall awaits the earliest at
Ruth Robinson
tention he can give It.
(Pupil ot Elise Allen Corner)
Dorothy Clarry of Union was guest Contralto—Hymn to America.
Mrs. Quleslan
Saturday
and Sunday of her aunt,
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Beverage of
Mrs. Lydia 8torer
Florence
Mank
Soprano—Taps,
Pasternack
Augusta were in the city Saturday.
» •<
r C .*i
f * $ •» • r
J,
I ( ’* t 1
Mrs Luda Mitchell
Chester Duncan visited Friday at Plano—Air de Ballet.
Chaminade
Jones of Camden
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Anderson enter the home of Mr. and Mrs. Charles (Pupil Dorothy
ot Mrs Ruth Thomas Collymerl
Plano—Improvisation.
tained a group of friends Friday eve Walsh at Flanders Comer
MacDowell
Mrs. Collymer
Spring is in the air—and how can one more fittingly prepare for the new season, than by adding new
ning at their home on Warren street.
Mr. and Mrs. Elard Mank were
U. S. bugle calls were given by an !
Lively games of Monopoly and Easy Portland visitors Saturday.
charm and beauty to the home? With prices at present low levels, it’s really a pleasure to buy beautiful
army bugler, which added Interest to
Money were in progress. Miss Vic
furniture—and when you buy here, you may take advantage of unusually liberal terms, if you to desire!
the program.
toria Curry had the highest score at
Advertising (he Grange
The next meeting. March 13, and
Monopoly, and Easy Money honors
At Maple Grange Thursday night
were won by Walter Anderson. Other an Interesting meeting was held, with will be in charge of'Mrs. Alice Karl
A Paramount Piclurt with
guests were Mr. and Mrs. Ted Davis, a program consisting of stories, songs whose subject will be "Music of'
1
J ' ♦
. I
JOHN HOWARD
Modern
America."
Y
vfc-1‘1 Li<t'
Mr. and Mrs. John Treneer, Miss and questions for discussion. An
WKNDY
BARRIE
We
Pretent
For
Your
Consideration
One
of
the
Largest
and
Finest
Stocks
In
All
New
England
—
And
the Goods
Irma Fickett and Mr. and Mrs. Har
eiaay on “How Can We Advertise Our
WILLIE HOWARD
IIOWARD-SIREN
old Snowman.
Orange" was written and read by
Are
' -------THURSDAY
Miss
Phyllis
Newbert.
a
portion
of
her
Burr
Howard
and
Mrs.
Aune
Mae
The home of Mr. and Mrs. Elmer
Pinkham was the scene of a large and composition being here re-prlnted: Siren were united In marriage ut
“A kindly smile, a hearty handclasp
merry leap year party. The guests
their home at 5 Gay street place Sat- j
and
cheerful "Hello" to all members
You Do Not Order From Pictures—You Are Invited To See Our New Spring Showing
were Florence, Alden. Ethel and Joan
urday evening at 10 o'clock. Thc
Philbrcck, Naomi Richards, Eleanor and strangers help advertise the
Libby. Margaret Ellis. Oeorge Robi- Orange. Leave all hard feelings at groom is a son <:t Mr. and Mrs.,
shaw, Marie Thistle, Evelyn Haskell, the door Be so courteous’ to all that Charles Howard who make their
Patterns For Every Room—New and Beautiful
Belva Robishaw. Hazel Smith of they must come again; speak ill of home with him. the bride's parents
Union, Laura and Edward Sylvester. na one, always tell the truth. Pre being in 'Finland. Thc couple were
Carl Spear. Elmer Pinkham. Jr., Wil sent plays, have entertainments and attended by Charles Howard Jr., j
liam Brewster, Milton Rollins, Jr., invite the neighbors to attend gath Mrs. Lenora Libbey, Richard Searles
Suites of Beauty and Distinction
Harold Kaler, Raymond Small, Vin erings. Offer good cheer and best and Mrs. Flora Delong. The wedding ,
wishes
to
all.
”
ton Veale, Buddy Beale, Arthur
services wts preached by Rev. H. R.
Winchenbaugh. Tlie wedding cake!
Crockett,. Special guests were Mrs.
Harold Philbrook, Mrs. Edward Syl
was made by Mrs. Howard, who is'
A very large assortment, all new, including Axminsters and American Orientals
HOOKED RUG YARNS popular
stitcher at the P.W.A. sewing !
vester, Raymond Payson of South
Pure wool worsted.
Hope. Much credit is given the
room.
Start now for
charming hostesses, Winifred and
Spring.
Everyone
VINALHAVEN A ROCKLAND STB'T CO.
Beatrice Pinkham, who made the
Ls
making
them.
Service to Vlnalhaven. North Haven,
Also yarn for Af
party a success.
Stonington. Isle an Haut, Swan's

OCl ETY

Senter Crane Coraystej

Wife Proves An Eventful Affair

New Line of Yarns

Remarkable Prices

MYSTIC CREPE... 2 oz. hank,

1

POLO SPORT... 2 oz. ball,

39c

. BLANKET REMNANTS

59c

est Colds

VISJM!

Mr

March

Here

is

You

a

Month

Pay

No

of

Extraordinary

Premium

for

Values!

Highest

Quality

ALL ON OUR FLOORS TO SEE

CONGOLEUM FLOOR COVERINGS.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. square yard 39c and up

BEDROOM, LIVING ROOM DINING ROOM.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 20% to 30% OR

BIGELOW-SANFORD RUGS .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 10% to 20% 0«
VISIT OUR MATTRESS DEPARTMENT
We Offer Mattresses at.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. $6.95 Inner Springs at.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. $12.75

RADIO SETS ADJUSTED,
Repaired, and Custom Bet Building
by expert engineer

CROCKETT’S GARAGE
Rockport. Phone 2380-Camden member
National Radio Institute,
Washington, D. C.

7-21-tf

ghans, knitted suits
and eoats. 16-pagr
style book for 15c. Free samples
on request. Special attention givrn to individuals and liberal dis
count lo stores.
THOMAS HODGSON & SONS.Inc.
Concord Worsted Mills
Concord, New Hampshire

27-32

Island and Frenchboro
Effective Oct. 1, 1935
Winter Service 1935-1936
Dally Except Sunday
(Subject to Change Without Notice)
“
Standard Time
Read Up 1
Read Down
P. M. ,
A M
Ar 6 00
5 30 Lv. Swan's Island.
Ar. 4 40 |
6 30 Lv. Stonington.
Ar. 3 30 i
7 30 Lv. North Haven.
Ar. 245
8 15 Lv. Vlnalhaven.
Lv.
1.301
Rockland,
9 30 Ar.
120-tf

JACKIE . JOSEPH . RIM Tit
ZOOPER* CALLEIA * TIN JR

STTOSAIW
Shows, 2.00, 6.30 and 8.30
Continuous Saturday. 2.00 to 10.30
Phone 892

CASH OR EASY TERMS AS DESIRED

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
313-325 MAIN STREET,

TEL. 980

ROCKLAND, MAINE
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POULTRY MARKET

BANKERS ARRANGING
REGIONAL MEETINGS

COMING TO THE STRAND

nomic Condition* Affecting
Bank Management
STRESS PUBLIC OPINION
Banairs Aaaociation

Sponaor of Meeting. a. Part of

Nationwide Program of Bank
ing Development

PHILADELPHIA. - Fifteen hun
dred banker* from fifteen eastern
states met here In January 1° * two
day conference devoted to discus
sions on legislative, managerial, op
erating and public relations prob
lems of the banking business. This
was the first of a series of meetlugs
planned by the American Bankers
Association ln its nationwide pro
grant of banking development un
der the leadership of Robert V.
Fleming, president of tbe associa
tion. Similar conferences will be
held In southern and western sectlons of the country.
"It is the purpose ot these work
ing conferences to bring to associa
tion members and other banker* a
thorough knowledge of the changes
in banking laws and rules, provide
discussion of better public relations
so that there shall be greater co
operation and understanding be
tween the banker and bi* customer*,
and to give opportunity for a survey
of the problems Incident to tbe Gov
eminent'* competition with our
chartered Institutions," be said.

To Help Government Quit Banking
The discussions at the conference
showed that the bankers are ready
to make It easier for the Government to relinquish many of its
emergency financial services as
■oon as possible by demonstrating
how their Institution* are able to
render full banking facilitiea.
Bankers generally have recog
nized that in times of emergency
the Government had to come to the
assistance of tbe people where
chartered Institution* were uuable
to do so on account of such condi
tions. Mr. Fleming said. They also
realize tbat possibly many functions
which the Government Is perform
ing are ot a nature which cannot be
handled by chartered Institutions
under fundamental principle* ol
sound banking.
On the other hand, be said, "we
should survey all emergency lend
Ing measure* of the Government to
judge which of these activities can
be properly and soundly taken over
by oanks."
Tbe attending bankers devoted
time to considering the Banking
Act ot 1935 and the many related
regulation* and discretionary pow
er* under the Federal law. These
were explained by 0. Howard Wolfe
of Philadelphia, who said be bad
found there are forty-eight places in
the act where provision Is made for
discretionary power to be exercised
by government officials through
rule or regulation.
Bank taxation was discussed by
Charles H. Mylander of Columbus.
Ohio, who declared that “the aver
ag* American Is vitally Interested
in taxation of banks because sol
vency may depend to a large degree
upon the way in which the taxing
power is exercised upon them."
To prove hi* point he cited earn
Ings figures which showed tbat, in
the year ended June 30, 1934, "for
the United State* at a whole, na
tional banks used 114.89 out of each
3100 of net operating earnings, be
fore taxes. In payment ot taxes: but
in seven of the twelve Federal Re
serve District* the percentage of
earnings used tor taxes wa* above
the average. It was In practically
these same seven districts thst the
greatest number of bank failures
occurred tn those hectic years from
1920 to 1933."
As an example ot bow far taxation
can go, he quoted official figures
showing that in 1934 a large number
of small state banks paid on the
average 334.20 of every 3100 of op
--------- ------eratlng
profits —
for ------taxes.—
Mr.—My
lander urged that there be "broughi
home to the average American tbe
self-evident truth that banks, deal
ing as they do only In Intangible
property, are not proper subjects
tor property taxation: that the true
measure of a bank’s ability to pay
taxes ls the earnlnga It can make."
WHEN BANK CROOKS

SHOW PREFERENCES

The American Rankers Associa
tion reports that non-member banks
suffer twice the percentage of bur
glaries and hold-up robberiea as
compared with members. Member
banks display a sign showing tbat
they receive the protection of the
association's detective agents, who
cause tbe arrest of from 150 to 400
bank crooks every year, the or
ganization. which is a non-profit
body. says.
"Professional criminals often
boast of haviug sense enough to
dodge the far-reaching system of
man bunting available to members,
so long as there are other banks
without this protection.” It says.
"They recognize that once on the
record ol the Association's Protec
tive Department, they must pay for
every crime with which they can be
Identified. Detainer warrants have
followed them from place to place
so that penal servitude for one crime
would not expiate other offeuses.”

..

.

.

Quiets the
jmaddeninq'itch,
soothes irritated

tttltdun®

Egg Prices Will Continue To
Advance For Some Weeks
—Baby Chicks

WEDNESDAY

Studying New Legal and Eco

American

Every-Other-Day

Eleanore

one of their

Poultry prices will probably con
tinue to advance until mid-spring ac
cording to the latest bulletin Issued
by County Agent R. C. Wentworth:
Abrupt changes occurred In the
poultry situation during January. On
Peb 1. production por hen was down
to about the February five-year
' average This decrease in production
yer hen was directly due to the effects
ot the storms and extreme cold in
the Central and Eastern states Such
winter conditions invariably result
in sharp doorcases in the number of i
j eggs laid per hen A greater decrease
fcr the United States as a whole was
prevented by heavy production in the
I Far We?' where weather conditions
] were favorable ”
Since receipts of poultry are likely
to continue unusually light until
May. at least, there will be a stronger
, demand than usual for storage paul' try.
Reports indicat? that the produc
Whitney, world's fastest tap-dancer and Robert Cummings, in tion of baby chicks by commercial
speedy routines /rom Paramount's "Millions in the Air.”—adv. hatcheries in Januarw 1936. showed a
very large Increase over the produc
tion cf January 1935
stocks Of eggs in storage were more
than three times as much and poul
try 14 percent less Feb 1 1936 than
Feb 1. 1995 Stotcks ol ease eggs were
largely gone by Feb 1. The consid
erable supoly of frozen eggs ac'r to
some extent as a reserve against seri
ous shortage, being used bv bakers
and other large producers of food
products.
Peed market infill, need by heavier
feeding during recent severe weather

THURSDAY

WARREN
TOWN MEETING
(Continued from Page One)

Hulu Su 4Doot Tourinf Svdan—1741*

Impressive victory in famous economy run

officially confirms Pontiac’s superior economy!
\he annual Yosemite Valley Economy Run is the year's big test

Tof economy claims—and here is what it revealed:

SATISFY YOURSELF WITH
SOMfTHING Binw — IVY A

Under Ameri

can Automobile Association supervision, the 1936 Pontiac traveled
352 miles at an average of 23.9 miles per gallon (no oil added), defeat
ing all entrants in its class*.
That settles the matter of Pontiac's economy. Pound for pound,
you can’t do better. A quart of oil goes farther in a Pontiac, thanks
to finer engineering.
As for dependability—many Pontiacs have
now traveled over 200,000 miles! Buy a Pontiac for economy. Buy
it for dependability. Buy it for anything else you want. You won’t
be disappointed, for Pontiac asks no odds of any car at any price.

•OFFICIAL PRICE CLASS
' ECONOMY CHAMPION

Article (24—Voted to transper:
•Lu. pr.CM at Ponti*c. .Vich h*gn af 16/5 for th* Sit *nd $730 for th* Eight {lubjrct to ch*ng* without notic*) S*f*tjr plot* gl*>
Jam tlandard on D» Lula Sia and
school pupils (6-ytar-age limit) from
Eight. St*nd*rd group of occ*»*ott*» *ttr*. Off*t*d on C. M. A. Ci nav
Tioia Pgymont PUn. A G*n*t*l Motota k'a/ua,
Hinckley Corner to Mathews Comeby bus.
Article 25—To raise 3200 for cutting
bushes on unimproved reads
712 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND, MAINE
TELEPHONE 1000-W
Article 30—Voted to allow 3peroer.t
discount upon real estate taxes if
50 percent or more of the assessment
DRANK PARAGUAY TEA
tries. Venezuela. Chill, and Paraguay.' these gaily colored butterflies which guay tea which was served as a fea
is paid on cr befere July 1st.
ture of refreshments, augmented by
Of Venezuela, its name meaning ride in clouds of striking beauty.
The total amount raised and ap
Was Included In Refreshments At "Little Venice," a geographical out
sandwiches
and cakes Iced ln green,
Through
a
missionary
friend
Mrs.
propriated
was
933 149 50
Ir.
Joseph Calleia, Jackie Cooper, Jean Hersholt, Rin Tin Tin. Jr., in “Tough
W. F. M. S. Meeting With -Mrs. line was presented to preface the Tweedle had procured some Para the map color for the afternoon.
1935 the amount raised was $32,817 60
Guy." Exciting new melodrama tells gripping tale of boy befriended by
Tweedle
description of changes that are go
Charles Starrett and Fred H
notvric’as criminal and their adventures in flight from secret service agents.
ing on there, particularly among the
Wyllie
whose
terms
had
expired,
were
The Woman’s Foreign Missionary
lv.
women who are fast insisting on
reappomted on the budget commit
Society met Thursday afternoon at their rights Of Chili a notable pic
tee.
-«•
THE FARMER S SIDE
BROWN LABEL
It was voted to clcse the old loll the home of Mrs. Edith Tweedle ture was presented of the Andes
I
Mountains,
and
Miss
Rogers
gave
a
High
quality,
and was in charge of the young
br.dg - at South Warren
America’> flaest quality
reading
pertaining
to
Santiago
W. A. Ayer Tells Why He
folks, with Miss Louis? Dolliver as
College. "Daughters of Drudgery"
Is Opposed To Increased
chairman The members on arrival
OWLS HEAD
was the basic theme of Chili and
found
the
living
room
seemingly
Surely The Courier-Gazette must
License Fees
Paraguary. Miss Dolliver telling of
(Continued from Page One)
alive wtth vari-color?d butterflies
have some record of this: March 1.
the Arancanium Indian women of
which had lit on walls, furniture,
Union. Fb 29
1750: maintenance of third class'
the former country and of the Chaco
1886—Clear and very cold. Four be
lamps, and everywhere. Four huge
Editor ct The Counrr-Oazc-tte:—
toids.
1142;
State
aid
road.
81006:
,
Indian women of the latter. In each
low zero. There has been a very had
butterflies were effectively placed,
I was very much interested in
tchool nursing. $36: repairs tc Creek and each member was presented case a vivid picture of the valuable
storm to the westward. No trains reading the talk by Ser.atcr Bchnurle
missionary work being carried on in
road 9500
with a small butterfly for shoulder
from Friday night till today at given at the recent meeting of the
It was voted to pay 40 cents an ornament. These dainty articles these country was presented. Miss
Fish and Oame Association held In
Thomaston. No papers today."
hcur fcr town wcrk.
Lurvey told the true story of Celia,
were the handiwork of Miss Faith
Thomarton as pub’.lfhcd in ycur issue
It was voted to withhold encugh 1
I have a faint recollection of thc
the daughter of an Indian chief,
Lurvey, and their significance in
Feb 27 Th? remarks cn “firh-hook
who was a member of a mission
blizzard in the Rcostook where I pc'.ltxs" was eyx-:a'ly •‘ntercstlng. money from the joint State Aid ac • j the program was explained later.
count
to
apply
rurface
treatment
to
j
school
and who was the means of
was at the time. I think that for I confess that I dr not know the exact
The program opened with the
the road at Ash Point (3-10'hs cf impressive stewardship ritual, and converting her entire family to
about three days thc wheels did not meaning of that term but as I did
a mile) and 7-10ihs of a .mil? on the' after the short business session con Christianity.
.
_r ., .. .------------------------------------------------| turn on the railroads there, and all that I was able to defeat the in- ,
creasing of the w'ce of the resident rcad lcadta« r° the Owls Head light- d„cted
Mrs Tweedle, president.
In closing Miss Dolliver told of the
trains were stalled. Passengers had
house.
fishing and hunting l’c?nse. and fail___ „„
•_ .._____
the devotional period based on "A yerda-nate tree from which the
There were 33 articles in the war- Light" from the text book "Thy famous Paraguay tea comes, a beverto go to farmhouses and take food ing in that I did ray full share in se
rant.
to passengers on other trains. A real curing a referendum cn the law. I
Word' was in charge of Miss Mad age used by over 12.000.000 people. I
’
lene Rogers, and Interspersing were and in this connection the presence
presume I must be classed as a "fish-1
' tie-up.
WASHINGTON
,
two duets by Miss Faith Lurvey and of the butterflies was explained, for
hook"
politician.
Tf
mv
efforts
tn
this
'March 2. 1886 Cold this morn
Miss Ruth Marston.
she told of the trail into the forests
there
matter
deserve
that
term
I
will
accept
ing. The papers state that
Fr ends cf Mrs Edith Over’.ock en
Miss Dolliver's program cotnpre- where the yerda-nate tree is found
K cheerfully
joyed reading her article in a recent
i haa been a blizzard all along the
bended three South American coun- being literally alive with millions of
I wculd like to present to Mr
Issue of this pap»T
coast. Oood old March. Ain t she gchnurle and his rympathizers a few
Mrs Harold Kaler Is much im
the cut-up? March 8. 1886: Town facts When a grantee receives a
proved
ln health
meeting today. Alex Kalloch, W. L warranty deed for a tract of land the |
Clyde Piernont and Almon PierAllen and G. K. Marshall, select- pant"e t.-, supposed to hate the . ame p3nl
visiting their grandparents
men, assessors and overseers of the , ri«hu that land whet'her 11 Barest
Untty.
poor. March 12, 1886: The vessels land, farm land, a rich estate, or a
Mrs WA1 Sayward of Union was a
are beginning to move, several of residential lawn. Hcwever It Is an visitor Wednesday at the home of
them getting ready for sea." The undeniable fact that the rights of the Mrs Oetrge Rhodes
port of Tenants Harbor was begin owner of forest o.' farm land receive
ning to wake after its winter sleep very tittle consideration especially
A PRIZE FOR PROSE
from hunters and fi<(hermen. They
"The stormy March has come at last.
With wind and clouds and changing seem to think that when the State
University cf Maine has been given j
skies;
grants them a fish and game license $100 by Dr. Mary Ellen Chase, notedI
hear the rushing of the blast

C. W. HOPKINS, INC.

2 BLENDS > 2 PRICES

Tenants Harbor Days j

w

SALADA”
TEA.

SPECIAL SALE FOR MARCH

RYTEX GREYTONE
PRINTED STATIONERY

That through thc anowy valley filet." j„

Boze

Somerville. Mass. Feb. 26
------------------

MOLLY SAYS

*5he WORST kfNd Of
blindNess Is the
Kind thxt doMt
want to see .*
(Frvw ilw (imuw

pr„{r»«» "Tlie C»t.t n|.*k

them the r,,ht

the (sih

and game wherever it can be found.
My fann t^ers on Seven Tree
Lake for approxi.nately one-third of
| a mile, and every haying season I
1 find a well trodden path along the
1 shore and througn my heaviest grass.
The lower end of this field is used to
load and unload boats,and canoes. I
have never made any objections to
this trespassing as the financial loss
to me is small compared with tire
pleasure It evidently gives others.
Similar conditions exist along trout
brooks Which often runs through low
fertile fields. Wild life proprgates in
the fcrest and fields of land ownI ers and do an Immense lot cf damage
; to growing crops, young fruit trees,
and poultry, but the owner must not
1 destroy them unless they are caught
“red handed.” No circumstantial
evidence will be accepted. Then
when the open .<.<ason on these pests
arrives the farmers forest and fields
are used as if they were public prop
erty.
There are very few farmers who
make any business of fishing or hunt
ing and I contend that when they
virtually have to surrender so many
cf their property rights that he
should be granted a free license in

in colors as soft as a Spring breeze—
witb a restrained gaiety tbat makes it
correct for all occasions!

Maine author and a graduate of the;
University (1909) to be awarded as!
prize for thc best original prose, and,
will be given for the first time at the j
commencemnt in June and will be
oentinued thereafter for a five-year
period. This is the largest single
prize yet ever offered at the Univer
sity. Stipulations for the prose an (
that it will deal with Maine life,
character or setting, be between 'hree
and eight thousand words in length,
and be a piece of historical narrative,
biography, fiction or pure essay In
form. Dr Chase, professor of Engat Smith College, is at present In
on a years l€avc of absPnce,
whjeh
Js spending at Cambridge
university in research and writing,
she
of Bluehill
j
■

stead of increasing it If Mr.
Sohnurte wishes to increase the price
of his and his brother sportsmen's
license or that of any Iron-landhold
er he will not be bothered with "fish
hook politics."
Walter A. Ayer

READ THE ADS

&'we7ttoneq

100 SINGLE SHEETS
50 ENVELOPES
or
50 DOUBLE SHEETS
50 ENVELOPES

Postage
10c Extra

Printed with Name and Address on
Sheets and Envelopes—or, Mono
gram on Sheets, Envelopes plain.

Fine quality Greytone paper in ex
quisite pastel shades of Blue, Grey,
Orchid or Violet.
DRY HARD WOOD

Per Foot, Fitted ..................................................... $1.25
Per Foot, Sawed .....................................................

1.15

Per Foot, Long.......................................................

1.05

ms

M.B.SC.O.PERRY
519 MAIN ST.

TEL. 487

Printing in Blue, Black, Brown or
Violet.
Unusually Low Priced!

Buy several boxes of this smart sta
tionery while it is specially priced at
only $ I a box.
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